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Exalteth a Nation, Beulah. Binford Closes Contract Tendered a Banquet by Free Martin and Swanson Bitterly Op- Members of General Committee Life Savers Rescue Captain and
"Knight and Ladies of Security" Righteousness
Crew of Tug That Had
of Shopcraft Unions at San
to' Pose for Moving Picture
and Everything Else Is
Masons Before Leaving for
posed by William Jones and
of Topeka Admitted to
Francisco.
CapsizedCarter Glass.
Concern.
a Sham.
Progreso.
New Mexico.
,

,

-

Because he could not bear the Idea
ot being separated from his relatives
even if he would find new playmates
with whom he could converse In the
sign language, Richard Murphy, a
twelve year old deal mute, ran away
from New Mexico school for the Deaf
yesterday and led the Mounted Police
a merry chase. He was finally cap
tured at Lamy by Mounted Police
man J. B. Rusk, better known as Slim
Rusk, who is over six feet tall and
who traced the boy to Lamy with won

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Sept. 7. Former Presi-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chesterfield Court House, Sept. 7.

(By Special Leased Wire lv New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Sept. 7. Officials of
the Federated Shop Employes of the
who have
lillinois Central railroad
been refused recognition by the rail--;
road, were busy early today communicating with local officials of the mechanical unions throughout the system
preparatory to another conference
with the committee of International
officers. Officials Adjourn.
The international union officials ad
journed their conference this afternoon without taking action and an
nounced tSat no further conference
will be held, until after the meeting
of the executive committee of international unions in Chicago next Sun
day afternoon.
Sounding Sentiment.
Though the majority of the shop
employes of the system voted in fa
vor of a strike, that vote was contingent on ratification of such action by
the International unions. Thus far,
official sanction of the strike has been
denied. J. F. McCreery, president of
the federation, is now sounding the
sentiment to see if the men wish to

(Bv Special Leased Wire to Nrw Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Vera Cruz, Mexico, Sept. 7. FranRichmond, Va., Sept. 7. With sun- cisco I. Madero, the candidate for the j rise today, balloting began in 1,500
Progressive party for President, was j state precincts in the'primary election
the victim of a mob on his arrival to choose Democratic candidates for
here last night, being crowded and two Virginia seats in the U. S. Senate.
hustled until made thoroughly angry The fight of Thomas S. Martin, DemNot all were hla friends, since stones ocratic leader of the Senate for
for a six year term, aided by
were thrown, and several members of
Claude A. Swanson, who is running
the crowd received injuries.
for the short unexpired term of the
Lost Dignity and Temper.
Guarded by the police, Senor Ma- late Senator Daniel, has been one of
dero made an effort to walk from the the most vigorous in several years.
train with dignity. The crowd, how- Representatives William A. Jones and
ever, surged about him and pushed Carter Glass, opponents of Martin and
him along with such a mad rush that Swanson, respectively, leaders of the
he lost both dignity and temper.
insurgent faction In- the Democratic
The progressive nominee was liter- party, have carried on a long cam,
ally tossed into his automobile. Men paign.
and boys crowded on the footboard
and springs and even clambered an PRESIDENT TAFT ARRIVES
the roof of the car. "
AT HARTFORD, CONN.
Many Trampled Upon.
Slow proceeding was made through Much Interest In His Visit Because of
Hostile Attitude of State Grange
the streets and many persons were
to Reciprocity.
thrown and trampled on.
When the automobile finally reach
ed its destination, Senor Madero com (Bv .Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 7. The visit
plied with the demands for a speech. of President Taft to this
city and the
He reminded his hearers that it was
state fair at Charter Oak Park today
and
Diaz
who
he
overthrew President
an immense tnrong hither
said that General Reyes was trying brought
from every part of the state.
to rob him of the fruits of victory.
The disapproval of the position of
Accused Reyes.
the president on reciprocity by the
Madero accused Reyes of criminal executive committee of the State
acts and said he hoped that the gen- Grange, which has a very strong hold
eral would be forced to leave the among the Connecticut farmers, and
the fact that the committee would not
country.
make the day of the president's visit
Banqueted By Masons.
When Madero mentioned the name "Grange Day" also had kindled an inof Jose Pino Suarez, governor of Yuca- terest In the event. President Taft
tan, the candidate for vice president, arrived at 12:30 p. m.
Audience of Fifty Thousand.
on the progressive ticket, the speaker
was hooted and yells for Dr. Francisco
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 7- .- The
the
Vasquez Gomez drowned his voice. clouds were threatening when
Senor Madero was tenedered a ban- official party started in autos for the
quet here last night by the Free Ma- fair grounds, where nearly 50,000 peosons, after which he attended a ball ple were gathered to hear the
views on arbitration.
given in his honor. ' He will leave
Vera Cruz this afternoon for
BULL HAD NOT
lL :
' Picture
FORGOTTEN HIS CLUBBING,
.
Puebla, Mex., Sept. 7. A picture
of General Benardo Reyes, candidate Year After Episode He Gored to
Death the Man Who Had
for the president of Mexico, in oppoBeaten Him.
sition to Francisco I. Madero, which
was being carried by Major Tomas
Rrvcffii LemiMT Wire to New Mexican)
Bravo and two companions of the first (Bv
Leadvllle, Colo., Sept 7. A year
riot
a
last
here
started
night
regiment,
ago, Antone Anderson, a miner, anwhich resulted in injuries to Bravo
gered at an usually docile .bull for
and many members of the crowd. For which
his wife was in the habit of
a while the air was filled with rocks
gave the animal a beating
caring,
and cries of "down with tReyes!" and with a calub.
Last night, while his
"down with the army." The uniform wife was
busy with other duties, Anof Major Bravo was torn to strips derson undertook
to lead the bull to
and the officer took refuge in an Amer water. He had forgotten the little
ican restaurant
j '.'
episode of a year ago. The bull had
When the police appeared the sol not As a
result, Anderson was gored
-

trire to Kew Mexican )
Sept 7. One of the
most violent storms experienced In
many years struck Chicago harbor
(early today and lasted uoftil after
daylight
Between fifteen and twenty launch
es, motor boats, and sloops in Chicago
harbor were caught in the storm. One
tug, battling against the giant waves
in an effort to reach the freighters
Lagonda and Christopher lyiDg a mile
(Br

Special Leased

Chicago,

111.,

dent Roosevelt deals with the arbitra Casting aside as unnecessary eleventh
tion treaties recently presented to the hour information from an alleged eye
Senate, In an editorial appearing In witness of the murder, the commonthe Outlook today. He says in part: wealth of Virginia, today began the fi"It is one of our prime duties to nal argument against Henry Clay
seek peace. It is even a higher duty Beattie Jr., Indicted for wife murder.
to seek righteousness. It is also our Two
lawyers, J. M. Gregory for the
duty not to indulge in shams, not to prosecution, and Hill Carter, for the
make believe we are getting peace by defense, measured rhetoric In the
a patent contrivance which sensible morning session in the alternate
men ought to know cannot work in
out, was capsized. Captain McCleav-e- y
scourging and lauding of the charac'
and his crew of five were rescued
practice."
of
accused.
the
ter
derful rapidity.
life savers.
' He emphasizes his personal belief in
by
Verdict Probable Tomorrow.
It was a pathetic picture that "Slim' 'j the principle of arbitration but be
Three large passenger boats, the
Though there is a possibility that
looked at when he saw the youngster! lieves' it ; may do harm when an at
Puritan, the City
Chicago and the
the argument will be concluded late
who was bent on returning to his tempt is made to
City of Traverse, for the safety of
It where it is
apply
a
verdict
before
rendered
today and
folks at Laguna, Valencia county,
which some anxiety was felt put into
not practical.
s.
L. O. Wendenb'irg, who is
The boy was brought to the instituthe harbor later.
'.
"The American people desire to do midnight,
tion a day or two ago by his sister, justice and to act with frank genero to close for the prosecution, predicted
At one time during the storm, tha
noon
would
not
at
he
finish
that
until
would
Mrs. Adams. He was told that he
wind reached a velocity of 6 miles an
err
sity towards all nations; but-receive an education and that Profes- greatly in my judgment of my fellow tomorrow. .Judge Watson does njt exhour. Waves rolled 10 feet
.
sor Wi. O. Conner and his asstst-- countrymen if they are willing to sub pect the jury to go out until noon tomorrow. Mr. Gregory's speech occu-- 1
ants would see to it that he had plen- mit to wrong and Injustice."
UPWARD MOVEMENT ON
ty of chance to day ball and have a Roosevelt cites the revolutionary, inea nearly an hour and a half and
STOCK MARKET CHECKED.
- good time, even if he had to tustle
civil and Spanish wars as Instances was a scathing tdenunclacion of lie
several hours a day with the sign where "we put righteousness above P': soner, particularly In his continued
Trading Was More Listless on Wall
language to counteract his inability peace." He also cites existing arbi relations with a girl of pre nuptial fanStreet Than Has Been the Case
to hear. But the youngster took not tration treaties between the United cy even In the subsequent months of.
for Several Weeks.
could
He
to
innovation.
the
:
kindly
and France, as better his married lift.
States,
England
financial
to
strike without the active and
not make up his mind
exchange than the proposed treaties because
An Immoral Wretch.
'
(Bv Special Leased Wlw to New Mexican)
Santa Fe Pacific railway scenery for they make no false pretenses and ex
support of the internationals. He exNew York, Sept. 7. The upward
Appealing to the religious and morthat of the Santa Fe; he was home- clude questions affecting vital Inter al sense of the jury, gathered from the
pects to make a report later today to movement of the last week in the
sick and yearned to go home. The fact ests, 'Independence and honor. He rustic community in this vhinity, Mr
the international committee.
stock market was halted today. OwCommitteemen Arriving.
that he ran away and got as far as says the new trleaties are defective Gregory r&inted a picture of immoring probably to the fact that the more
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 7. Mem- urgent short covering had been comLamy showed that he had some talent because they are not straightforward, ality, revo'ting in its details. Thfn
as a traveler.
bers of the general committee of the pleted the demand diminished and durthat the
is so loose as to al- he eippb.sized the cumulative evi"Slim" Rusk had to also turn deaf low one wording
shop craft unions of the Harriman ing the morning market was heavy.
set of adherents to urge; dence of the conrmonwealtfc inl oat
ears to young Murphy's pleadings "that it binds us to arbitrate every- ed to what he called "the
system were arriving here by every The bear party did not attempt a
salient, inand brought him back to the school
overland train today. It is expected renewal of selling on a large scale
and another set to say, under controvertible fact in the case," namething
atwhere it is hoped he will not
that all of the committee men who and trading was more listless than had
of a shot gun by Paul
it, we do not have to arbitrate any- ly
tempt to take French leave again. : thing we do not wish, to."
will take part in the conference with been the case for several weeks. HeavI
Beattie which, four days later killed
? t
international presidents will have iness in Baltimore & Ohio was ascribthe
fea. "But the
Notary Appointed.
objectionable',
wife
of
the
his
fatally
cousin, Henry Clay
Governor Mills TTas appointed R.
arrived by tonight end that the con- ed to selling by Berlin. An outbreak
ture is the clause providing that a Beattie Jr. - s '
of Lordsburg, Grant county, a joint high commission, which may be
ference which probably will decide of weakness shortly before noon in
A Good Father.
the attitude ot the unions on the long some of the Gould, stocks frustrated
notary public.
composed of "Nationals" of the coun
In a ringing voice full of emotion,
tries affected, but which also may be Hill Carter
Enter.Knights and Ladies!
pending strike question will be in ses- attempts to rally prices but the list
began the plea for the dedid not recede below Its previous
The territorial insurance depart- composed exclusively- of foreigners,
sion tomorrow.
ment has filed a financial statement may by unanimous vote, or by a vote fense. Pointing to the unsullied charThe four international presidents re low points. Missouri Pacific went off
acter
of
the father of the prisoner,
of the Knights and Ladles of Security, o! all bint one member, determine that
turned today from Sacramento where 11-- to 391-- 2 placing it within 4 ot
lowest figures of yelte'rday. Bonds
an insurance order of Topeka, Kansas, any given question may be arbitrated. his religious virtue and truthfuness,
they spent yesterday in conference Its
with-thadmitting them to do business in "Uncle Sam does not Intend to Mr. Carter, retold the testimony .of
In were heavy.
Harriman
employes
shop
on the stand.
-,.,
Big Drop in Stocks.'
, wrung auytmc7"but neither does he Henry Clay Beattie, Sr.,
that city.
"That Father," said Mr. Carter,
New York, Sept. 7. Losses were
Educators Busy.
intend to bind himself, if his pocket
No Action Until Sunday.
extended in the latter part of the day,
Chief Clerk Rupert F. Asplund of is picked, his house burglarized or "told you how the son sobbed and
Chicago, 111., Sept 7. Representa the decline
bringing U. S. Steel with
the department of education Is still his face slapped to "arbitrate" with grieved over the death of his wife and
of the international unions re
tives
know you will believe the parent
the range of one point recession.
wrestling with the certification of. wrongdoers and as long as he does
sumed their conference shortly after in
'
Baltimore and Ohio, Missouri Pacific
teachers who have passed examlna-- not Intend so to bind himself it would closest to him as he contradicts what
11 o'clock today.
and Northern Pacific ruled about 2
The work of issuing be offensive hypocrisy for him to say other witnesses say of the lack of
Hons recently.
Before the meeting was convened
below yesterday's closing.
manifestation on the part of tbo accertificates alone Is an arduous one. he will so bind himself."
V. C. Conlan, vice president of the in- points
The market closed weak.
cused of his grief."
For the Treasury.
ternational machinists' union, express
Bear operators took advantage of
He argued that there was no motive
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero GIRL 8UES STRATTON"
ed the opinion that no action would the
to
for
unmistakable signs of fresh liquikill
Beattie
wife
as
his
young
sums
for
ESTATE FOR $250,000.
has received the following
be taken until after the meeting of dation and
"
put out short lines confithe father had pictured the warm af:
the treasury E. Pinney, treasurer of
commitete of the inter- dently. Losses of two
the
executive
points or more
Bernalillo county, $655.23; Alexander Notation Faintly Scribbled In Note fection between the couple. He arnational unions scheduled to be held were numerous.
raigned the detectives who he de
v.. Book Found at Bottom of-- Sandoval, treasurer of Sandoval counin Chicago next Sunday afternoon.
Missouri Pacific dropped to 38
clared had "mercilessly worked up
Trunk Basis For Suit.
ty, ninety cents; Game and Fish WarInformal Conference.
and
Baltimore and Ohio to 96
the
theories
cast
and
den Thomas V. Gable, $26.50.
unsupported suspiSan Francisco, Calif., Sept 7. On lowest figures of the year. Traders
cions."
(Bj- Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
arms and the to death.
their
diers
surrendered
Colfax County.
the return of the union officials from sold Baltimore & Ohio freely on the
Kansas City, Sept 7. As a sequel
Repeatedly pointing to the instruc men were taken to police headquar
the belief tffat the present six per cent
Traveling Auditor John Joerns has to the finding
A crowd gathered and demanded Sacramento today, Kline said
a
notation
of
faintly
to
tions
the
to
as
circumstantial
jury
ters.
received the tax roll from Colfax scrawled in a
be killed. Mrs. Ander trip had no particular significance. He dividend was menaced by the poor
that
animal
the
memorandum
musty
evidence
and reasonable doubt, Mr.
county, which shows an increase of book
.
son protested, and to prove her as said the delegation merely wanted earnings of. the company.
picked out of the bottom of an Carter assailed the veracity ot Paul
$2,975 over last year. The tax roll for tJ imimlr
WOOCHONG ISA
Oil ft FT
Tirx tnnntha n trf
sertion that' the bull was ordinarily to get in closer touch with the shop
Closing Quotations.
Beattie.
1910 was 14,081,655 and that of this
VAGRANT MISCHIEF MAKER. gentle, walked up to the "man killer" men at 'Sacramento.
Prime paper 4
"j"nft against
per . cent;
Mr. Carter had not finished his re
and rubbed its nose and stroked its The international officers are hold Mexican dollars 45; Call money 21-- 4
tate
W. S. Stratton ot
marks when the court, at 1:10 p. m. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) bead."
,
,
Te: beast responded affection ing an informal conference today. 57 2 per cent; Amalgamated
w lire uivmj
miuii took a recess for luncneon.
land improvements, $9,765; coal lands, 1 auu hh uieu Miss
7.
Los
Calif.,
.. ;.
Angeles,.
Sept.
:rA '
,
Bonnie
Sugar 113 bid; Atchison 102:
Ethel
ately.
here
by
today
Paul to Go Into Vaudeville.
Improvements $49,640; mules, $23,585;
Great Northern pfd. 123; New
that Woo Chong is a "vagrant
PROMINENT MAN SHOT
Steele, of this city,
household goods $45,055.
Paul
Beattie
went
at once' to his mischief maker," and a "pernicious DELEGATE TO TYPOTHETAE
Northern Pa
TWICE BY WOMAN. Tork Central 103
Stratton died In 1902 leaving $15,- - home.
!:.v
The decrease in town lots alone was
1413-8- ;
cific 115
ana malicious slanderer," his fellow
South
found
Reading
notation
The
to
IN HOTEL.
000,000
DEAD
DROPS
;
charity.
,
, $109,700.
He says he intends to do nothing countrymen in Chinatown have petiern Pacific 109; Union Pacific 1671-8- ;
" City
Miss
her:
Robert
Architect
father's
by
and
State
papers
among
Praises Mounted Police.
else for a month and then he is going tioned. Mayor Alexander to have him
Steel 69
.
.
jfd. 115
Steele read: "I am the owner this
Bruce Watson Wounded In Front
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican?
A letter has been received by the date of 80,000 shares of stock, in the to New York to go into vaudeville, driven from the city. The Chinese
COTTON.
Denver, Colo, Sept. 7. R. W. Gilof His Home.
mounted police from Frank N. Page, Amazon mine."
New York, Sept. 7. Cotton spot
having received offers that he is "Too say Wood is a "living reminder of lespie, aged 61 years, of Stamford,
''
y
closed steady 10 points higher. Mid
the . U. S. Court Commissioner and Miss Steele father, Charles W. poor to. refuse."
cause
and a delegate to the
he
will
fear
and
Connecticut
that
Wire
New
Leased
t
wrongs"
Special
Mexican)
(By
f
' V
Notary Public of Buchanan, N. M. The Steele, one of the pioneer miners of ; Beulah Blmord remained in the pris- a Tong War which they wish to avert
convention in Denver, died
Chicago, 111., Sept 7. Robert Bruce dling uplands 11.70; MiddSing gulf
' letter Is as follows: "Permit me to
say Colorado, died in 1894, leaving his on until later in the day, packing her
The case was referred to the police, in the dining room of a local hotel Watson, one of the best known young 11.90; Sales 170 bales.
as a citizen and taxpayer of New Mex-ic- o
;
He had been a clothing and toilet accessories.
,
who said that there was no crime today. Heart trouble is given as the architects and contractors in Chicago,
daughter $100,000.
that the recent "roast" by the partner of W. S. Stratton. Accord ' Beulah to Pose for Moving Pictures. charged against Woo and 'that they cause. The body will be sent to Stam- was shot twice, over the right ear and CANT GET MINISTER
; Vaughn News of your honorable body ing to Miss Steele's attorneys who
Shortly after 11 o'clock the cause of could take no steps against him.
in the right thigh by a mysterious
ford tonight.
TO MARRY THEM.
Is not concurred In by the vast ma- went vith tier to Denver-- to investi Beulah's delay was .disclosed in the
woman In front of his residence toof
the citizens of this,. Guada- gate the Amazon shares, Miss Steele appearance at the jail of agents for a
jority
day. 'Watson was taken to a hospi Astor-Forc- e
'
Wedding is Postponed
lupe county. Many of the worst ele--- is entitled to 40,000 shares in the New York Film Company, They held
tal. The woman was arrested.
myam nu rial inueiimivi jrp so
ment at Vaughan were "once known Portland mine which were to be turn a private conference with the woman, TAFT ADVOCATE
THREE AVIATION
At the police station she gave her
Report Has It.
here as 'Bunco Men' and hoboes ed over to her father in return for and . In a little while she announced
name as Mrs. H.'B. Conley and ad'
and these former residents of the place 80,000 Amazon shares.
(
that she had signed a contract with
mitted that she fired the shots, de- (Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
take .delight in roasting me or any
New York, Sept 7. Colonel John
TO-DAthem and would go with them to New
VICTIMS
'
clining,
however, to give a reason for
Y
POSITION
LOSES
.
other good citizen who has anything
York to pose for moving picture proJacob Astor and Miss Madeline
,
35
act.
SHOT DEAD AFTER
is
of
and
the
She
age
years
' - and this kind
especially 'go for old
r
'- ' Force, are quietly planning for
BEING ROBBED OF MONEY. ductions,
been living at a well known down
rc has
timers. I know nothing of the man
their wedding which will probahlv
Beulah left Henrico jail in an auto;
,:.
town hotel.
'
r;
Lobbin or the merits of his ease, hut
.
mobile at 11:35 a. m. and was driven, Progressive League of Ne Frenchman and a German
Watson has been city architect and not take place for some time.
1 do know that the men of the mount- Contract Miner an His Driver Vic
Colonel Astor called on Miss Fores
with her ltghc luggage to the Byrd
In
tint
of
Muehl-hauseBandits
state
Two.
architect
Feet
braska PutsLaFolette Man
at
ed police have done UNTOLD GOOD .. 4 ..
Drop 60
.
this morning before departing for his
Street
'
whence
at
she
left
condition
Station,,
to
be
not
Watson's
is
said
mountains.
nnqiwnBmng
: to our territory and'I tor one will use
in as Secretary
12:01 p. m. for New York. :
Germany
critical. He refused to talk about the estate at Rhinebeck, N. T. Colonel
all the influence I have at the proper
Astor has nothing to say about bis
'
Special Lcuea Wire to New Mexican)
(Br
Beulah Binford and' Paul BeattU '
shooting when questioned by the potime with the powers that be In favor Potuvuie, Pa., Sent 7. Shot dead
wedding plans, but his friend said
lice.
Mrs.
to
es
Conley
Released.
attempted
of your company."
after being robbed of a large sum of
the wedding would not take place
MAN THEY ARE INSTANTLY KILLEQ cape after
FOB
0NS!:i
'
BOO
.
shooting Watson.
Richmond, Ye., Sept 7. Beulah
' '.
money Joseph Zehner, a contract minApplications Filed.
"I
shot him and that is all I will right away.
The following are the water rights er, and his driver named Hopkins, Binford and Paul Beattie, detained ai
declination
The
of
two ministers to
witnesses for the commonwealth In
say," the woman exclaimed when tak
applications which have been filed in were vlcums of bandits today on
the marriage ceremony, it is
perform
Falls
AeroHis
Paul
With
This
Held
Be
Month
to
Selge
In
en
Banquet
At
was
her
it
the.
custody.
hotel,
Henry Clay Beattie Jr., murder
the territorial: engineer's office and mountain near Nesquehonlng, Pa. The
disarranged the wedlearned she came to v Chicago from said, completely
h to Launch an Insurgent
which will be taken up by Mr. Mlllerln highwaymen left no dew to their case, were released from the Henrico
plane at Karlsruhe and Is
and caused aa Indefinite
plans
ding
Reno, Nev., last December. Employes
'..
county jail today by order of Judge
the next few months:
Identity.
of the marriage. The
Fatally Hurt.
Organization.
said Watson never visited her so far postponement
of the Chesterfield
592. Anton Borovansky, Oscura, N.
Both had been shot, evidently from waiter
Force family beyond announcing that
as
knew.
they
A box containing ; about circuit court.
M.. filed Aug. 3, 1911. Waters of Ar- ambush.
the marriage would not take place,
(By Special Leased wire to New atextcanl (Bv Special Learnd Wire to New Mexican)
'
itr-- '
$3,000 to pay about 0 .hands employed
royo in Lincoln county.
made no further statement
7. A meeting
7. Two
Detectives Denounced.
Mulhausen,
Lincoln,
Neb.,
Sept.
Germany,
Sept
593. A. E. and M. E. Baird, Alamo- - at the Nesquehonlng coal strtpplngs
i'
Chesterfield, Sept. 7. After recess, of the executive committee of 'the Ne more names were added today .to the EIGHT INCHES RAIN
Waters wasroiaDiy toe object of, the attack. Mr. Carter resumed his invective braska Progressive
IN TWELVE HOURS. DOROTHY PAYNE WHITNEY
gordo, N. M., Aug. 5, 1911.
.
.
League last even long roll of persons killed this year
,
of Baa Beslta, Garden aad North can-Is,-" 'After a search of Zebner's carriage against the detectives of the prosecu- ing is taken to be the
in
accidents.
aeroplane
MARRIE8 WILLARD STRAIGHT.
point
starting
.
was made, the box Coitalning the
0 tion..
yons In Otero county,
New Mexican)
"Why didn't they bring Beulah ot a LaFoUette boom in Nebraska. Lieutenant Newmann, a German mil (By Special Leased Wire to
694. H. F. Robinson, Superintendent
pax for thff men was found intact Binford here to testify--r he asked.
After a conference with Congressman itary aviator, started from this city , Wichita, Kas., Sept. 7. The rallfall Wedding of Prominent People at the
of U- - S. Indian service, Albuquerque, Two' Italians were arrested at Perry-vill"It is a irtai known principle ot Norrlsths leading
this morning in the direction of Strass-burg- , In this section ot Kansas between
American Church at Geneva, v
o'clock yesterday afternoon and
where they were caught In a law if one side has evidence which politician in the state, the committee
N. M.r: Aug. 16, 1911. Waters ot Rio
Switzerland.
carrying as passenger M.
very; excited condition innjulrlns for it withholds from the jury, it is sus requested the, resignation of ' Secrepueblo in Bernalillo county.
a French aeronaut The aero- fo'clock this morning, was 7.99 inches. (Bv 8peclal Leaned wire to New sfexleaa)
66. James I. Cowan, Maxwell, N a train to EllsabethvUls
rain in
picious circumstance. Why did the tary Franklin A. Shotwefl; who re plane hardly had. gone fifteen miles This Is the heaviest
Geneva, Swltserland, Sept
M.. Aug. 17. 1911. Waters of Chico
this city In the last 24 years. . r'
Ti4nthv Pavna Whitney, daughter df
commonwealth keep this girl locked cently gave out interviews In Wash when the gasoline tank exploded.
Rico and Red rivers la Colfax county. 9AtRt jR. KICNC
the late William C. Whitney, and W1I- up forty days and then not permit her ington that Nebraska was for the re " The machine dropped sixty feet and
; 596. A. D.Luce. Questa, N. M, Ang.
.
land D. Straight former Amertcafi,
IS.4MPROVINO DAILY. to testify as to the things .which she election of President Taft
both aviators were Instantly killed. LINCOLN DEFEATS DENVER
',
alone could: tell T"
' Third Victim Today.
consul general t at Mukden, Korea. ,',
U, 1911, Waters of Long Canon creek
F, P. Corrlck, a LaFollette man, was
BY 8C0RE OF 2 TO
(
,
In Taos county.
and more recently connected wit the ,
Unfair Tactics.
elected secretary. The formation of Karlsruhe, Germany, Sept 7. Avia
(8r Siweiat Liasea Wire to New Mezkiaa)
?
Co.,
,' 587.- - Ballard and Holder, Taos, N.
London, Sept 7. The condition of :: Mr. Carter accused the prosecution a LaFoUette League will;
started tor Panl Selge fell with his aero- (Bypeetal tfaued Wire to New Mexican) banking house of J.P. Morgan
In far eastern Investments, were unitWestern League.
If., Aug24, 1911. Waters otfArcM- James R. Koe, continues to improve of unfair tactics in, the gathering ot by . the leaders in the T. preset ve plane while making a. flight here to
aauy since n was- - operated on last
Lin ed in marriage at the American church
League Immediately and a LaFoUette day and fractured his skull, bis inMorning Oame At Lincoln
'
Continued on Page fits.)
..
0.
nAm at noon today.
coln
two
Soaaay for stomach trouble,.
in
fatal.
will
Denver
be
held
weeks.
2;
being
(continued on Page E-t- T
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THE HUDSON, RHINE AND

The Little Store

SANTA

FE LM1DS

THE CONVENTION

SHAN--

THURSDAY,

.

SEPTEMBER

7, 1911.

THEY ALL DEMAND IT.

NON.

Santa Fe, Like Every City and Town
in the Union Receives It
(By Michael Scanlan.)
When traitors to their sacred trust,
With Satan's self to lead 'em
People with kidney Ills want to be
Polluted in the very dust.
cured. When one suffers the tortures
Our Starry Flag of Freedom.
of an aching back, relief is eagerly
sought for. There are many remedies
Three comrades true sprang into line, today that relieve, but do not cure.
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured thouAnd manned a glowing cannon
Here is Santa Fe evidence
sands.
One from Hudson, one from Rhine,
to prove it:
And one from by the Shannon.
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa
N. Mex., says: "I know that Doan's
Fe,
of
the
banks
Rapidan
Along
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
From Fair-Oak- s
to Antietam,
made for them.' If I were not con
Where'er the tide of battle ran,
fident of th.s fact, I could never been
We met the foe and beat 'em;
And through the battle's fiercest induced to give this medicine my en
There was a dull ache
dorsement
breath,
Those three stood by their cannon, in the small of my back that bothered
For they had learned to laugh at me and often I was obliged to lay off
from work for two or three days.
death,
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me enBy Hudson, Rhine and Shannon.
tire relief and .the few slight attacks
of backache I have had since then
They were true brothers in one cause, have
quickly yielded to the remedy."
For they were sons of Freedom;
Mr. Romero gave the above testiand
human
for
rights
They fought
monial in January, 1907, and when
laws,
interviewed on June 6, 1909, he said:
Where'er she chose to lead 'em;
can speak as highly of Doan's KidAs meet and blend, in God's deep "I
ney Pills today as when I endorsed
sea,
them two and a half years ago. This
The Hudson, Rhine, and Shannon
remedy has always benefitted me
in
Libert- ySo blent their souls
when I have used it."
Brave comrades of the cannon.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Three soldiers fell in one rich tide
sole agents for the United
New
York,
stained
the
blood
Their hot
heather,
Their comrades laid them side by side States.
Remember the name Doan's and
In one red grave together.
no
--

Democrats Will Convene in
This City on Tuesday,
October 3rd

DENVER BREAD

.

Try Rocky Ford Water Melons

COMMITTEE JIT ALBUQUERQUE

They are so Delicious.

Good Attendance and Enthusi'
asm Characterize the Gathering of Unterrified.

On the fifth ballot yesterday, after
a stubborn three cornered contest in
which Albuquerque and Clovis participated, Santa Fe was selected as the
place at which the Democratic state
convention will be held on Tuesday,
October 3, by the territorial central
No.
Fe.
4a
Santa
Plaza.
Corner
Telephone
8outhem
committee which met at Albuquerque
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. yesterday. The sessions were well at
WE GIVE REGISTER
tended for a Democratic committee
BUY ONE OF OUR SAWS AND IT WILL BE THE BEST SAW
meeting, forty being marked present
"YOU EVER SAW."
on roll call. On the final vote for the
V
ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL
STAND
THE HARDEST
convention city, 56 votes were cast
WEAR. LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT
either in person or by proxy.
US
THE KINDS THAT BEST STAND THE TEST.
Chairman W. C. McDonald of Carri-zozWE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, AND WE KNOW WE
presided. He, together with RaCAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.
fael Romero, E. C. de Baca, A. C. Torres and Summers Burkhart were apOil-th- e
take
other.
Wood-Davi- s
pointed a committee on resolutions.
dew
their
fall
the
clay
upon
Soft
The resignation of 0. A. Larrazolo
FAIR WEATHER CAUSES
True comrades of the cannon,
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
from the central committee and his
Phone 14
WHEAT AND CORN TO WEAKEN,
Who sleep In death so far away
withdrawal from the party was read.
Don't forget our bread
These lines are like home to us.
From Hudson, Rhine, and Shannon.
A committee, consisting of O. N.
Oats Carried Down by Fair Amount
Marron, Eugenio Romero, J. I. Hinkle, Comrades
of Selling but Provisions
our camp-fire- s
around
J W. Childers and J. H. Paxon,
Showed Strength.
bright
a
presented
report
extending Here's to our Starry banner,
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
the sincere thanks of the organi- That flies across the brow of nigh- t- (By Special utaaii wire id New Mexican",
Phone, 191 Black,
zation to the Democratic members of God's choicest blessings fan her!
Chicago, Sept. 7. Clearing weather
MEXICAN HATS
Congress and the progressive Repubnorthwest caused free selling of
licans who made it possible for New And while men
offmore
and
than
here
wheat
Freedom's
today
New aud Full Assortment of Unique Sao Juan Potter)
worship
Mexico to become a state at this sesname,
set an initial advance due to higher
Latest in Hand Color
Artistic
sion; especially thanking Senator
They'll man each deck and cannon, prices ai Liverpool ana uenia. uyen- Flood for his good work, and also And
Cards.
Post
4
a
to
all
the
were
shade
same,
Framing.
in;
for
Freedom,
fight
ing figures
thanking the various patriotic DemoBy Hudson, Rhine, and Shannon.
higher. December started at 96
crats of New Mexico who went to
97, the same change from last night as
Washington at their own expense to
the market taken altogether. A fall to
work for statehood. J. D. Hand of
was followed by a rally to 97.
96
San Francisco Street.
Las Alamos wisher to amend the res
MOUND THE STATE
The close was easy with December
olution to include the names of all the
at 97, a net gain of
citizens who made the trip to WashFavorable weather weakened corn.
ington, and especially to mention also
Fiesta at Manzano.
December opened unchanged to
off
the name of Senator Owen of Okla
The people of Manzano are prepar- at 04 to
to 63
and
declined
homa who filibustered at the last ses
ing to make their annual fiesta on Aunet lowDecember finished
sion.' A. A. Jones of Las Vegas, Eu- gust 16, a most notable occurrence.
er at 63
genio Romero and H. B. Fergusson of
fair amount of selling sufficed to
Albuquerque, differed with Mr. Hand
School Boy Kills Himself.
down oats. December started
carry
and
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
his
amendment was withdrawn.
Homer, the five year old son of BenPhone Black
Phone Black
up at 46
Former Governor W. T. Thornton, jamin Davenport, at Joplin, Missouri, on last night's level to
4
to
but sagged to 45
A. A. Jones, W. B. Walton, John
shot himself through the heart beProvisions showed strength owing
Morrow, G. A. Richardson, Marcelino cause his father compelled him to go
to a light run of hogs. First sales
Garcia and Juan Vigil were appointed to school. "
were 2 12 to. 5 higher with January
a committee to draft a call for the
'
to 9.45 for
9.42
pork at 16.32
first Democratic state convention.
In Police Court.
8.47 2 for ribs.
lard
and
The central committee cordially ac
D elivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Nic
In police court at Albuquerque,
ten months. They have hundreds of cepted an invitation presented by olas Garcia, was iid for carrying away
Checkering Bros.
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
satisfied customers In New Mexico Felix Martinez on behalf of James G.
Tnco lTllla TCnn!
Have you furnished Rooms to Rent?
nh.fiB In a
Buih and Lane.
of
the
Paso chamber of given ten days for being drunk, as
El
and Arizona.
McNary
A
little
Want
campaign
n
advertising
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone commerce Inviting1 all the Democrats was also Al. Saveik for
making his in the New Mexican will keep the inSchflter.
to them regarding pianos, prices and in New Mexico to attend a big state bed in the middle of the street ,
come from your furnished rooms from
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plane hood celebration to; be held in t the
lapsing. The classified columns are
Case of Blood Poisoning.
Pass City on October 19 to 21.
Jeue-FrencBen B. Nay lor, clerk In the Raton always looked up closely and it will
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln- That the only salvation for the master mechanic's office of the Santa pay you well to use them.
'
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan deman Co. will meet every customer
state of New Mexico; the only hope of Fe, left for the La Junta hospital,
Interior Playe? Pianos, and many more than half way In making
AND
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat moral, civic or political reform the where he will remain several days
will
be
one
expect,
not
people
may
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction,
through
a case of blood poisoning that
RATON
;
the Democratic party, Is briefly what nursing
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
was contracted through a sore on his
YANKEE
aua
mow
u
uHerawu
uoiua
Rev. E. P. Alldredge, state secretary
About the wonderful
finger.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANCERRILL08
N
CO.
of the Baptist missions in New MexMARVEL Whirling Spray
Eloping Couple Caught
new V.cla.t Sjrlic.
D
ico
told
the
central
committee
WOO
7.
After a
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established
Greeley, Colo., Sept
in a two hundred word telegram search for two months,
Anthracite Goal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Deputy Sher
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
from Portales. Rev. Mr. Alldredge iff
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
assisted
of
Fort
Collins,
Aikoiirdriiralttflortt.BLf
Halligan
thu
mL"1miK?m
told the committee that he represent:
C. E. Peterson, located Mrs. It hi numotuuinlT
Deputy
by
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
ed six thousand members of the Ban- for
bnt tend
,
her
husband
says. ether,
Brainerd
who,
Mary
llhiMr&tMl booklump
rfvM
Mlad.
It
il tist church.
'VIMIlmmmM
85
lnfull
Mrtlflnlarfl
direction!
and
Telephone
Telephone 85
eloped with Harry Scott and took
The convention will have 277 dele- with her their
Yaws.
baby. Halgates, Santa Fe county being appor- ligan arrested Scott and took him and
tioned 13.
Mrs. Brainerd and the baby back to
Fort Collins.
Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid).
KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Is great medicine of proven value for
$100 REWARD, $100.
both acute and chronic kidney and
be
will
of
this
HUBB'S
The readers
paper
LAUNDRY.
bladder ailments. It is especially rec
CAD C A I C Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchard!
pleased to learn that there is at least Phone us, we will be glad to call for
ommended to elderly people for its one dreaded disease that science has
on
and Rancles; Also a number of the .finest Fruit and
Mondays and Tueswonderful tonic and reconstructive been able to cure In all its stages, and yeur laundry
days and deliver on Thursdays and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
qualities, and the permanent relief and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Fridays.
comfort it gives them. For sale by ail is the only positive cure now known
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
druggists.
Get your order in. The price is right.
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be are mended and buttons sewed an
a constitutional disease, requires
Modern Residences for Rent.
Near Union Depo
333 HICKOX STREET,
Let Him Know It If you are out of aingconstitutional treatment Hall's Ca-- your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE
RED 122 PHONE RED 122
a position, you must let the employer
tanh Cure is taken Internally, acting
PHONE, RED 100.
know It. A want advertisement in the
H. STOLLE, Agent.
103
R.
mucous
blood
and
the
upon
New Mexican will reach every busi- directly
of the system, thereby de
Ave.
ness and professional man in the city surfaces
foundation of the disease.
and county and a great many in the stroying the
and giving the patient strength by
territory. If you have any special talbuilding up the constitution and as
ent do not hide it under a bushel.
sisting nature in doing its work. The
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT,
proprietors have so much faith In its
TIME TABLE ALL
curative powers tnat they offer One
La Salle
Dollars for any case thai it
FOR STANDARD
LOCAL TRAINS Hundred
PEACH
fails to cure. Send for list of testiCHAS. OANN, Prop.
AND
BOXES
monials.
The following are the time tables
Telephone II.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToSEND YOUR ORDERS TO
of the local railroads:
O.
Two
Below P. Andrews Store.
Doors
ledo,
Rigs,
"A. T. A 8. F. Ry."
Meals 25 cents.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Regular
Leave
N.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Take Hall's family Pills for
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westShort Orders, at All Hours.
436 Canon Road.
Phone 19 Black.
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Need of Anyfliinr
Wkei
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Santa Fe 12:10
Returning arrive
iofbelfVElY LINE
p. m.
French
Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
WOOD'YS
' New York
Drivers Funitted.
4 p. mp connect with No. l, westChop Suey 50c.
bound.
Prom
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, t:30
1 p. m.
Deo Oaspar Ave.
TAOS
BARRANCA
7:20 p. ra. conect with No. 7 and
Meets
Both North South
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
successor to B. P. Williams
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Returning arr!v at Sana Fe 11:19
Bounds Trains.
For Best Laundry Work
p. m.
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIR8T
Leaves Barranca en the arrival of
Ft. a. Ay.
O,
CLA68 LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
the north bound train and arrives at
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want I will endeavor
Taos at 7 p. m. Arrive 3:05 p. m. from r.ortb.
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
' Ten miles shorter than
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY 4."
any other
For hire at popular prleoe utalea and eaddto harass.
New Mexico Central Ry.
way. Good coverett nacks and aoorf
5:45
Leave
with
Na!
conlects
m.,
p.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teame
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
baci
tkeodc:e
,
gency at O. K. Barber Shop.
east and 1 south and west'
furnished commercial men to take In
Phone 139 Red
suaea
raoae
Santa Fe, N. At . I- Arrive
O.
,
Mrs.
P.
iax
Brown,
Agent.
3.18 p. m. with connections
towns. Wire Embudo
the
i
from No. 3 east
:
Phone Red No. 2J.
station.
Phone, Red No. 2 J
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Hardware Co.

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

Six Big Loaves for 25c.

LOUIS NAPOLEON
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&
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rv.

SEPTEMBER

Is a Good Month to

Start a

New Lawn!

3-- 8

3-- 4

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
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Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass
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Why Import Mineral Water ?

.

a

45

LEO HERSCH

1-- 8

45

7--

8

PIAN05 7 PIANOS

1-- 2

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
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WATER CO.
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Every
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LUMBER & COAL YARD
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Materials Dawson Coal.

lUA

FRUIT BOXES

MLl

F. M. JONES.

FRUIT BOXES

Restaurant

APPLE,
PEAR

Palace

LIVERY STABLE

Pine

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE,

,

M.

it

C&L 'Phone 9

HACK LINE

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

TO

Reliable Horses Single
Saddle Horses.
Surrlesi
Buggies,

Imperial Laundry

h

CHAS. CLOSSON

'

,

a

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

I
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anicrrg.
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o
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o Luna
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LEE&I
ture.
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Chester has
also
ECTIEEI,
o as Democratic candidate
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x
and district clerk.
o treasureras Luna county;
Genuine Artec Spring Mineral Water.
and J.
candidate for
oo sessor.
Favor
makUm
WOUS
Uttot
WUL
snow vatcr
situation
has
o
seems
and
central
o
center around Judge Fall to represent
last
m
oo ing launchedcounty
state as senator from the
a
the territory
southern portion
Fall's election
I
oo ernor
assured
the
as
the
streus;'i
ticliet,
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Rates for
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Voorhees, the lawyer and
er, rose one day during a pause in the
clash of arms to point out a subordinate in the routine of official Washington. "He's quiet and he's the still
ranch own-

(From the Rito de los Frljoles

Several of the Cases, However, Will
Be Dismissed While Others
Will Go to Trial.

.

"

Gazette.)

Writer.

The Land of Poco Tiempo.
.
.
. - , ,
The Man Who Married the Moon.
a
iair sizea criminal aocKet
Strange Corners of Our Country.
for this term of the district court of
A New Mexico David.
Santaf Fe county and which was called
My Friend Will.
by Judge John R. McFIe today.
The Gold Fish of Gran Chimu.
Among the cases are the following:
The Awakening of a Nation.
Murder 3; burglary 3; assault with
Cannibal Lee.
weapon
3;
deadly
forgery 1; perjury
The National Hymn of the S. A. A.,
seduction
to
1;
1;
selling
liquor
etc., etc. etc.
minors 1. .J
'
Editor.
The cases are as follows:
' The
Land
of Sunshine.
William W. Atchison, for murder;
Out West Magazine.
Hlginio Sanchez, change of venue;
The Lion's Den.
Meliton Garcia, murder; A. J. Burgess,
Explorer.
S.
car
with
to
intent
entering
steal;
The Great Southwest
Olsen, maiming cattle; Vicente Alarid
Mexico.
burglary; Candelario Herrera, assault
South America.
with deadly weapon; Bennie Tucker,
Central America.
Adolf o Qulntana, burglary and robFounder.
bery; Harold Wagner and Rupert
Wagner, murder; W. P. Hall, larceny;
The Southwest Society of A. I. A,
N .A. Perry, forgery; Refugio A. de
The Southwest Museum.
Gallegos, appeal ; John Doe, alias
The Sequoya League.
Juan Chaves, burglary; Juan Estevan
The Landmark's Club.
,
Carrillo, seduction; Victor Vigil, assault with deadly weapon; Leandro
Barbarian.
Alarid, Carlos Alarid, Gregorio Ala-ri- d Collegian.,
and Juan Ant. Valdez, assault
Antiquarian.
with deadly weapon ; Augustin Torres,
Librarian.
assault and, battery; tiouis Napoleon,
Humanitarian.
to
BenH.
John
minor;
selling liquor
Artist.
utterWilliam
F.
and
iger
Reniger,
ing worthless check; Matias Montoya, ' Archaeologist.
Ethnologist.
appeal; Tsabel Almendares, appeal;
Desiderio Naranjo, appeal; Alexander Linguist.
Philanthropist
M. Dettlebach, forgery on five counts,
Teacher.
and also obtaining money under false
Preacher.
preienseSi; uiaaio Aguuar, perjury;
Entertainer.
Epimenio Romero, Bacilio Perea and
,;
A regent of the Museum of New
Ambrosio,Rodriguez, robbery.
Mexico.
U. S. Petit Jury.
The United States petit jurors are A corner Stone of the School of
American Archaeology.
the following: .
' George Gale, Policarplo Chavez,' A friend of the Indian and of Teddy
Guadalupe Jiron, W. W. Wagner, P. Roosevelt.
H. Hill, Robert C. Blair, Bias M. Bus-- :
A lover of the outdoors and all that
tos, S. Spitz, Francisco Vigil, William, it holds

ml.
i uere

;

is

- - i

.

Ash, Romulo Suazo, Maximo Qulntana,.!
Many lived.
Nicolas Aragon, Ramon Lopez, Secun-- j
Myriad minded,
dlno Sandoval, Tomas Delgado, Pedro Golden hearted.
H lives in California, New Mexico,
Qulntana, C. A. Wilson, Antonio Villa.
nueva, John W. Corbett, William aBd the hearts of a million friends
Black, Antonio D. Vargas, A. P. Hill
Poi. a llttie more than a half a cen-anTorlbio Torres.
tury he has looked out over the world
'
U. S. Grand Jury.
with eager, inquiring
S- Ued
Explore
low,tU- rS
miwsmT.w a
m
ffltario Aranda, San Pedro, Santa
Fe county; Pedro Diaz, Alcalde, Rio
Arriba county; Pablo Qulntana, Rosa,
Rio Arriba county; W. D. Young,
Frultland, San Juan county; Precili-anEDITORIAL
FLASHES
Carrillo, Abo, Torrance county ;
Manuel S. Sanchez, Tajique, Torrance
miflV- - lUTonilal "Dnafna Phamlta Din
Ook.
Arriba county; Diego Mares, Cerrillos,.
,.New Mexican History.
f tne mo8t arable books
Santa Fe county; German Pino, Ciene-- '
ga, Santa Fe county; Alfredo Carde-- JT11 ,haa appeared recently is the
"Leading Facts of New
nas, Prado, Taos county; Ben Groff, ?f8t,volum
from the Pn
27i
Mcintosh, Torrance county; Nemecio
the
jp- - TwHchell, Esq., and
Slsneros, Chamlta, Rio Arriba county; RaIpn
nress
Torch Publishing Com-Cejestlno Ortiz, Estatocia, Torra)nce
The hook Is a
county; Tomas Velarde, Gallina, Rio Pany c?dar
Arriba county: Agaplto Vigil, Espano- - beautiful royal octavo volume of six
la, Bio Arriba county; Tomas Dozler, nundred Pages. beautifully printed and
Espanola, Rio Arriba county; H. S. Prohisely jillustrated. It must be
8een re8 and read to be appreciate
Kaune, foreman, Santa" Fe county; ed7116 second volume, a mate to tha
Perfecto Gallegos, Santa Fe, Santa
appear soon. The book Is
Fe county; Camtllo Herrera, Agua flrat'
Frla, Santa Fe county; Santiago Bias, oI the character of Prescott's Mexico.
Santa Fe, Santa Fe county; Lucas lts ntes and authorities are present-Chavefullness and exquisite
; ed wltn
Tesuque, Santa Fe county.
'
v
CaK.'' We dO not ktlOW df MtV PTtpTlll.
Tarvltnrlal ftnnrf l..v.
' ed historical
presentation In the
The Santa Fe county grand Jury:
States which 1b more satisfactory,
Rodriguez, foreman, Caesarlo
de la Ora, Porfirio Olivas, Manuel Pa- - The remoteness of much of the history
southwest, the mystery which
Ldilla, Flavio Valencia, Carlos Archu- - f
a
characterized our
leta, Carlos Ortis, Tomas Qulntana, Bas always
0f J-oldest
f8l"lnK8 of ourfascina-clezMaestas, Jose Rodriguez, Epi-'- ?
,
bJect a
T8 ?
ianio Valdez. Pedro Valdez, Pedro VaL
has
.Tw"cheU
JlJrhlcB
Rodri- MarUn Borrego, Ramon
of his relentless dete
Juan Maes. Mateo Armijo, Per- nation to be thorough and accurate.
feeto Galteeos Sebero Padilta. Aton
Oo
a poem as well as a his- aib Muniz, Guadalupe Sanchez, and An Tne tory. It will take Its permanent place
tonio J. Rael.
among the highest accomplishments of
American historians. Kansas City
A Great Advantage to
Men
j

d
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Working
J. A. Maple, 125 S, 7th St., Steuben,
vile, 0.i sayr: ;'For years I suffered
from weak kidneys and a severe bladder trouble, I learned of Foley Kidney
Pills and their wonderful cures so 1
began taking them and sure enough
I had as good results as any I board
about My backache left me and to

J2"- -.
lf,fla great
advantage. Mr
free and

Journal.
':

"
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I'

'

"

'
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'

Abe Voorheea.

whtnt
To
tn

acted
normal, and that
aaved me a lot of misery It la now
pleasure to work where "used to be
a misery. Foley Kldner Pills have
me and have my highest praise
For sale by all druggists. "

ney.

vh

'

.

iZ...i!i!t.

ea.ternen, there I. a welcome
ta the name of a New Mexican
remembered for his keen discernment
Md depth of penetration . In govern-cure- d
;
mental affairs as well as his ability to
judge politicians. This last trait re- ,can an Incident It was In one of
Are You a Sellerf An advertise- - those upheavals over federal appointment in. th classified column of the menu which pitched Into Washington
New Mexican will put your real estate some furious territorial politic at n
the market effectively. It wtn put tervato in yean agon that a cham- the facta of yotfr property before the pion of the people's rights, whom the
. I
eyes of U possible buyers.
Rocky mouatatn world know at Abe

'

BOUnd

1

in-o-

!
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i

nf T.linn nrtiinfv will
put a ticket into the field as follows:
Hugh Ramsay, sheriff; S. LIndauer,
representative Arthur Evans, treasurer; C. R. Cameron, probate judi;e;
ThA Snnlaltata
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION IN

!

COURSES

COMMERCIAL, LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses form Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus
Boarding and Day Students.

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

BROTHER

EDWARD.

PRES

New Mexico Military
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
(

.

Annual Meeting at Las Vegas Is Well
'
Attended
Interesting Papers
Are Read.

b

(

season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern

ev

SB

fJ

Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretory,
and W. A. FINLEY.

For particulars and Illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

iiid-so-

Superintendent

SHOES FOR EVERYBODY I
ALEXANDER READ,
Candidate for District Attorney.
Wm. Bailiff, county clerk; J. W.

delegates holds the balance of power
Santa Fe county, seventeen
delegates, and Rio Arriba county, sixteen delegates.

Mc-Cur-

assessor.

Assessor of Torrance County.
County Commissioner Juan de Dios
Sanchez has announced himself as a
candidate for the Republican nomination for assessor in Torrance county.
Bateman for State Senator.
has announced him, V. S. 'Bateman
self as a candidate for the state senate from Chaves county, on the Democratic ticket

Las Vegas Convention.
It has been practically decided that
the Republican state convention will
be held In the Duncan opera house at
Las Vegas. This is the most central
location and will afford greater conveniences for the conduction of the
Las Vegans irrespective
convention.
of politics, are intending to extend the
delegates the most cordial of greetings. Secudlno Romero, chairman of
the Republican county central committee, was made a member of the executive committee,
and R.
C. Rankin was chosen as its permanent secretary. Other members of the
committee are D. T. Hoskins, chairman; John S. Clark, Dr. W. R. Tipton,
Herman C. Ilfeld and Harry W. Kelly.
They selected the following committees::
Finance Hallett
Raynolds,
chairman; Margarito Romero, Harry
W. Kelly, Charles iifeld, Simon Bach-aracDr. J. M. Cunningham, F. H.
Pierce. Arrangements James S. Duncan, chairman; F. O. Blood, Lorenzo

;.

Miera for Lieutenant Governor.
E. A. Miera, veteran legislator and
member of the constitutional convention, banker, stock grower and land
owner, with residence at Cuba, Sandoval county, will be a candidate for the
nomination for lieutenant governor on

the Republican ticket.
8anta Fe County 8late.
The following Republican slate for
county nominations, is being discussed: County and district clerk,
A. Ortiz; assessor, Alfredo
superintendent of schools, John
,

Mar-celin- o
Lu-cer-

V. Conway;

All we ask
is what
we desetve.

between

Judge,

probate

Canuto

N.
county commissioner,
Salmon or Leo Hersch; county treasurer and collector Federico Lopez;
Probate
sheriff, Charles ; Closson.
Clerk George W, Arrnijo, It is expected
will be nominated ior secretary of
state, and County Commissioner I.
Sparks as a member of the corporation commission or for the legisla-

.
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"How was your

from those who know how to fit you, if
you beiieve in reliable goods from a reliable house, then, and only then, do we
solicit your patronage.

today, old

game

man?"

"Well, I started out pretty well. Had
only 68 strokes for the first nine, but
I blew up at the tenth hole and
couldn't find my stroke again."

LOOK AT THESE PRICES.

A Traitor.
"Watch that man on third base,
Clara. 1 believe he's going to steal

Shoes for
Men $2.00

borne."
"He ought to be ashamed to think of
deserting his team before the game is
over."
'
Johnny Did It.
Indignant Master What on 'earth
have you been doing to my rug?
Housemaid I didn't do it It was
Johnny. He's been running the lawn
mower all over It. London Sketch.

Doing Uncle 8am.
Husband My dear, do your duty to
your country.
Wife If I can, dear, but those customs inspectors are so sharp. '

-

A Comparison.

A

'

"I called on her, but she Is like
Ice."

Then if she la like the kind I got,
the must be of a very melting nature.''

V
1

3

an honest line of goods appeals to
you, if you appreciate polite and courteous
treatment, if you want a perfect shoe fit
If

Delgado, Dr. M. F. Des Marais, William Springer, Dr. J. D. Hess, Dr. F. E.
Olney. Entertainment M .M. Padgett, chairman; Robert J. Taupert, D.
T. Hoskins, Margarito Romero, George
A. Fleming, Herman C. Ilfeld, Ralph
E .Twitchell, Seeundino Romero, Man
uel A. Sanchez.

)

I

D

We want the trade and confidence of the people who wear
shoes, which means everybody
around here. But we do not want
it unless we deserve it.

h,

Alarid;

For Instance. ,
"Every person should cultivate a
spirit of optimism by hoping that
Common Colds Must be Taken Serl- - things will soon take a turn for the
better.;
. ouslv.
For unless cured they sap the vitality "No doubt Still, there are times
arid lower the vital resistance to more when a torn for the better seems- - Im'
serious Infection. Protect your child- possible."
"What do you mean?"
ren arid yourself bv th
"When a son of Italy ta turning a
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and
every i turn he
note. lis quick and decisive results. wheezy
For coughs, colds, croup, .whooping makes seems to be a turn for the
worse."
cough, bronchitis and affection nt th.
throat chest and lungs It Is an ever
Too Deep for Him.
'
reauy ana valuable remedy. For sale
Tommy (looking at the (as meter)
by all druggists.
Paw, how does this thing tell how
much gas you have to pay for every
TO AND FROM ROSWELL- month? '
Mr. Tucker Tommy,' ''that is a
ConnecOOM made with Automobile
line at 'Vaughn for Roswen, daliy. great. Inscrutable mystery. It Is one
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- of the things we have to accept on
well at 8:80 a. m. and arrives at Ros-we- faith.
at S;30 p. m. Autonmolle leaves
An Explanation,
Roswell for Vaughn at 8 a. a.
The
Maude seems to be greatly
fare between Santa F
Is f5.80 and between Torranoe
up over the Insurrection In
and wrought
Mexico."
t
Roswell 810. Reserve aaata
"Tea. Ton see, a friend once sent
woblle ty wire. J. W gteckard.
net several souvenir postcards from
the City of Mexico and that gives her
II 7 vaax airtUu aa
a lively persoaar interact-fwhat la
New Mettea
aat Ad,
,
(oft on dowit.tber."

it

:

Institute

hand-orga-

o7NewM;;,coVndl7e;dmen

kid- -

Socialist Ticket.

Alex. Read for District Attorney.
In view of the fact, that the Republicans will probably nominate E. C.
Abbott for district Judge of Santa Fe,
Rio Arriba and San Juan counties, it
Is urged that Alexander Read will be
the most logical candidate for district
attorney, as he is both a Rio Arriba
and San Juan county man, having until recently lived at Farmington and
having a homestead in San Juan county, and prior to that having been a
resident for many years of Rio Arriba
county. San Juan county with its six

NEW MEXICO PHYSICIANS
ARE IN CONVENTION.

of the
The territorial convention
New Mexico Medical Association at
Las Vegas is well attended. The program last evening was:
Invocation, Rev. Norman Skinner,
pastor of First Presbyterian church.
Address of welcome, K. D. Goodall,
mayor of East ias Vegas; address of
welcome on behalf of the Las Vegas
Medical society F. T. B. Fest, president of the society; response to address of welcome, J. J. Shuler, M. D.,
Raton; address, R. E. McBrlde, M. D.,
Las Cruces; address. Dr. Frank H. H.
Roberts, president New Mexico Normal University; address, Dr. C. E.
Denver.
'
The complete program for today is
as follows:
Morning session, 9:30 o'clock;. Pres
ident's address, "The Needs of New
Mexico, Dr. F. T. B. Fest, Las Vegas,
Chairman's address, C. M. Yater,
Roswell; "Hookworm Disease in the
Southwest," Dr. J. W. Colbert, Albuquerque; discussion opened by Dr. F.
F. Doepp and Dr. S. D. Swope; "Diagnosis of Malignant Disease," Dr. F. de
la Vergne, Albuquerque; discussion
opened by Dr. F. G. Cornish and Dr.
E. Kaser; "Feeding in Typhoid," Dr. J.
A. Rolls Santa Fe; discussion open
ed by Dr. W. T. Joyner and Dr. H. M,
Smith; "Abscess of Liver, Report of
Eight Cases" Dr. W. G. Hope, Albuquerque; discussion) opened by Dr. J.
W. Colbert and Dr. T. C. Sexton.
.'
Afternoon Session.
"Dietetic Management of Diabetes
Mellitus" Dr. Carrall E. Edson, Denver; discussion opened by Dr. E. C.
Prentiss and Dr. W. R. Tipton; "How
to Choose a Doctor," Dr. S. D .Swope,
Deming; discussion opened by Dr. J.
H. Wroth and W. R. Tipton; "Chronic
Diarrhoea." Dr. E. C. Prentiss. KI
Paso; discussion opened by Dr. F. de
la vergne and Dr. E. B. Shaw "Empyema," Dr. R. L. Bradley. Roswell:
discussion opened by Dr. L. S. Petera
and Dr. H. B. Kauffman; "Bluet's
Measuring Scale of Intelligence" Dr.
C. E. Lukens, Albuquerque; discussion
opened by Dr. E. B. Shaw and Dr. J.
J. Shuler; "Report of Four Cases Epidemic Meningitis, Two of Which
Were Treated With Serum," Dr. B. F.
Stevens, El Paso; discussion opened
by Dr. W. G. Hope and Dr. R. L. Bradley; "Paper," Dr. M. D. Welsh, Pena
Blanca; discussion opened by Dr. S.
L. Burton and Dr. C. G. Duncan- - "fin.
infectants Their Uses and Applica
tion in the Prevention of Communicable Disease," Dr. S. L. Burton. Albu.
querque; discussion opened by Dr, W.
P. Mills and Dr. J. J. Shuler; "Contract
Practice, its Uses and Abuses," Dr. M.
K. Wylder, Albuquerque : discussion
opened by Dr. J. W. Colbert and Dr.
S. D. Swope.

DjONDIKE FIZZ,

SODA, ROB SKEW

COCO COLA,

THE SOUTHWEST

Republican Headquarters.
Republican headquarters are to be
opened shortly on the second floor of
the Catron block. During the absence
of Chairman H. O. Bursum,
George Curry and Secretary J.
D. Sega are in charge of the preliminary campaign work.

,

With the pressing need for more
United States senators to represent
the people's interests and overcome
the forces of predatory privileges, It
is doubly Important to the welfare of
the whole

--

hunt kind that assistant secretary or
He's mighty close to the
something.
throne, and he's coming closer." The
prophecy was fulfilled in succeeding
years when the quiet assistant became
the silent cabinet member, Secretary
Cortelyou, of commerce and labor,
holding trust secrets and collecting
trust contributions to campaign funds.
Pittsburg, Pa., Sun.

men-fo- r

Boom for Seeundino Romero.
committee
. The Republican
of San Miguel
evenmet
the new
and
boon for Sheriff Seof
eundino Romero's nomination for gov
wouW seem to
Judge
of New Mexico.
if nominated on
be
Rjpub- of
both
iican
Republican Convention.
ihe
Repuii.icoi!
Secretary Jose D. Sena of the Re- strong personality of the candidate
publican central committee today re- will be in
his favor. Little opposition
ceived a telegram that the Denver and
i3 found here to O. H. Bursum, of SoRio Grande Railroad his granted a
Chairman Bur-socorro, for governor.
single fare rate for the
trip to
been known as a war
has
long
the Republican state copivention at
horse of the Republican party. El
Las Vegas.
Paso Herald.

lKomcgO

BIOGRAPHY OF CHARLES
FLETCHER LUMMIS.

being

Bursum.
Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 7. The po
become interestlitical
to
ing here
public opinion

...

N. A. Perry, forgery; Refugio A, de THE
JUDGE M'FIE CALLS
THE CRIMINAL DOCKET.
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Shoes for
Women

y

Shoes for 1.00
$3.50
Girls $
Shoes for
Boys

I
I

Where
Quality

metis
Price

IS

$6.00

$1.5045.00

SI.J54J.50
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THE NEW rjuXICAN

PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
r.

Entered as Second Clas

Matt er at the Santa P Postotflce.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
.25
Daily, pe- week, by carrier
Dally, per asonth, by carrier... .75
.65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daiiy, per year, by mail

1

X)nily, six months,

by mall

$2.50

-

Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year

1.00

Weekly, per quarter

.50

2.00

OFFICIAL PAPER OF 8ANTA FE COUNTY.

for information as to Farmington or
San Juan county. There is no cost at
all to the inquirer, the board of trade
footing the bill for the subscription.
Mr. Belknap says In a re,cent letter
to the Bureau of Immigration:
"I have been sending literature and
have been otherwise engaged in the
effort to attract settlers to Xew Mexico for the past six years and I can
say that I have received more letters
expressing satisfaction from those to
whom the newspapers have been sent
than I ever received through any one
source. The plan has been in operation just about a month but we are already getting replies which show that
the people appreciate the local papers
and that the plan will produce re-

The New Mexican la the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postotflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation sults."
well be
plan is one which-coulanion the intelligent and progressive people ot the Southwest.
adopted in- every community in the
new state. Every issue of the local
papers contains some Information of
a development nature that is of importance. It is fresh, up to date and
and a trial subscription of
LIGHT ON THE TRUST PROBLEM. 'persons who signed the original appli convincing
cation for investigation; another on three or four weeks sent free to the
Two recent utterances, the first in the recommendation
of the persons man seeking information Is pretty
the Youth's Companion, the other in named in- the order as being parties to sure to give that man a clean cut
the Review of Reviews, on the trust the alleged combine; and the third, cn idea of the town and district In which
question, are in such moderate and the board, or, if no such recommenda- the paper is published.
sensible tone, that they must contrib- tion be made, then the appointment is
ute powerfully to a better understand- to be made by the Minister of Labor.
CONSERVATION
OF WATER
POWER.
ing of the trust question, which unfortThe expense of the two preliminary
unately, of late years, has been cloud- steps, as well as of all subsequent
Manufacturers' organizations, com
ed by the rabid attacks of
ones, is borne by the Government Ten mercial clubs, chambers of commerce
un
progressives and radicals and the
thousand dollars were appropriated and the residents of the western
reasoning defense of the reactionaries. j for the administration of the act Uir-in- states will be invited' by the SpoIt seems from the latter publication,
to join in a
the first year. The board has am- kane Mining Men's
which goes into several hundred thou- - j
as to the summoning of w'.t movement to determine what rights
ple
powers
ef-sand homes, that Canada has more
nesses and the production of books the federal government has in the
fective and more reasonable legisla- - j and
papers. A "people's lawyer" mav water powers of the commonwealths
tion on the subject of trusts than has be
to the case, if consider- west of the Mississippi river. It is
the nited States. Says the Youth's ed appointed
The investigation can- planned to carry the question to the
necessary.
efCompanion, which is read by more not be sidetracked by
technicali- highest court, if necessary, in an
than a million people in the United ties, as in the United legal
States Section fort to gain control for the states
States:
' of the water powers within their boun2 provides:
daries.
Any competent observer who should
In
any question that may
L. K. Armstrong, secretary of the
be asked to name the most momen-- ! affectdeciding
the scope or extent of investi
tous facts in American industrial and
Spokane Mining Men's Club, who pre
board
the
shall
what
consider.
gation,
political life would undoubtedly men- is required to make the investigation sented the plan at the last meeting
of that organization, announced today
tion as one of them the national bis-- , as
and complete as the pub
that the campaign will be launched in
like of the great combinations ot cap- - lie thorough
interest demands.
a short time with a view to, bringing
ital commonly known as trusts.
Is
effected
tfce
through
Publicity
the matter to the attention of the
There is no blinking the fact that
of the findings in the Canada
country.
much of this dislike is justified. The printing
Gazette and in the public press. If.
"We believe that In trying to maingreat corporations have been, in many after a hearing In which both sides
tain
control of the water powers of
not
and
both
lawless
selfish;
cases,
take part, abuses and evils are found
western commonwealths, the govonly accepting but demanding illegal to exist, at least six remedies are of- the
ernment is violating a specific provirebates from railroads, bribing leg: fered:
sion of the constitution of the United
of
a
scale
"
and
islators,
maintaining
(1) Pressure of an intelligently States," he said. "Before the constito
unfair
and
is
wages
prices that
formed public opinion.
(2) If the tution was signed the various states
both labor and to the consumer.
trust enjoys protective tariff advan- zealously guarded their own right to
This national disapproval crystaltages, this tariff may be remove! (3) control all waters and water powers,
lized in the passage of the Sherman If
the combine is aided by paten; vhich were not distinctly outside of
anti-truso
act,
long laxly enforced,
the patent may be revoked. (1) the domain of any one state, and this
rights,
but recently so interpreted by the su- The
combine which
the right, we think, the states still have.
guilty
preme court as to lead to an order for findings and continues toignores
"The water powers are an inex.offend is
the dissolution of the Standard Oil
of an indictable oftmse and lia- haustible source of Wealth to the
guilty
Company and the American Tobacco ble to a
penalty of $1,000 per day. (5) states and communities in which they
Upon the decision of the The
Company.
are found and should be developed
of the Board may lea-findings
court now depends the validity of more to cancellation of licena-.- s rander
for the benefits of those districts. The
the
than eleven hundred "holding com- Inland Revenue
to the with- oil which Is used largely by the railor
(6)
ict,
panies," with more than eight thous- drawal of subsidies.
roads in the western country is a deand subsidiary corporations, and capiIn comparing the United St ires with cidedly exhaustible natural resource
tal to the almost incredible amount of Caiiada in this
and so also will the coal supply one
mattjv, Prolessor
ten billion dollars. Business and what
out
that we each have a day run out; but water power will
Boyle points
is loosely and yet quite accurately criminal
code for dealing with monop- last forever, and if properly developed
termed "prosperity" are waiting anx- olies. We have also a Bureau of Cor- It will supply electrical energy to operate the
mills, factories
iously to see if these companies, too,
porations, but the latter can only se- and mines railroads,
west."
of
the
entire
are to be dissolved.
cure information.
The information
The question is one which we, as a must be acted upon either
by
'
public
people, must approach without enmity opinion or by the
THE SCENIC HIGHWAY.
Department of Jusand without prejudice, if we hope to
can
and
the
latter
At the Chamber of Commerce meettice;
only
proceed
We
reach a . satisfactory solution.
under the Federal Constitution as in- ing on Tuesday evening, the matter
must learn to admit that the principle
by the Supreme Court. Un- of completing the Scenic Highway
of combination is economically and po- terpreted
der this Constitution,
the property from Albuquerque to Las Vegas, via
litically sound; that a great corpora- rights of a corporation are "impregna- the Cliff Dwellings and Pecos Forest,
tion can do its work more cheaply and ble, and beyond the reach of the
legis- was vigorously discussed and the conwith less waste and duplication than lature, the executive, and the voters
sensus of opinion was that not only
a number of smaller concerns; that themselves." All the great combines the cities of Albuquerque, Las Vegas
betindustrial peace is economically
in the United States have been formed and Santa Fe and Intervening country,
ter than indiscriminate competition; since the enactment of the Sherman are losing immeasurably by its
and that the introduciton of machin- law; and Professor
and the fact that the porBoyle contrasts
ery and the economic saving incident this law with the Canadian act as to tions that are completed are not being
to it has rendered a return to former actual intent and
kept in repair, but that the entire terpurpose:
conditions impossible.
The Sherman law alms to preserve ritory suffers from the consequences.
The United States is not the only competition.
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Miller,
nation that has had to face this probThe Canadian act aims to preserve however, gave the glad tidings that at
lem. Germany and Great Britain have a fair
last, two gangs of convicts would be
price.
had to meet it; but they have met it
The Sherman law (applying to In- put to work at the Las Vegas and Sandifferently and quite satisfactorily to terstate commerce, of course) says ta Fe ends and that even now, one
gang, is at work in the Gallinas canthemselves. Instead of restricting the that
"every contract, combination .... yon. The completion of this highway
combination of capital, they encourage or
conspiracy In restraint of trade" is will eventually mean 50,000 more tourit; but they make legislative corrup- Illegal.
ists in New Mexico each year and at
unfair
tion impossible, and they check
The Canadian act says nothing is il- least a million
dollars additional revebusiness methods. The result is a legal. It considers combines
a bless- nue for merchants, hotels, and other
business security, a regularity of em- ing, a natural inevitable and
desirable business from that source, not to
ployment, a distribution of the bene- product of economic evolution.
speak of the indirect gain that comes
fits of enterprise, modern machinery
The Sherman law says every pen from
interesting men of wealth who
and economic conservation unknown ' son who
monopolizes trade is a crim- incidentally will visit other parts of
in America, and impossible either un- inal.
:,;
the territory for the purpose of makder a system of unreasonable compeThe Canadian act says the monopol- ing investments.
tition or of absolute prohibition.
ist shall divide his profits with the pro
The belief that the Sherman act ducers and consumers.
WILL SERVE FIVE YEARS.
should be repealed or amended has j The Sherman law
says certain
The four year term officials to be
been lately expressed by many public ' courts
issue
may
Injunctions prevent- elected at the first state election in
men known to be
friends ing restraint of trade
and compelling November will
of the people. They declare that they
;have five years to
competition.
serve, an advantage, that will never
have not the slightest wish to see a
The Canadian act accepts monopoly
removal of the restrictions upon the as the natural and desirable condition again come to office holders in that
category In New Mexico. Those who
trusts. Their attitude, indeed, is rath- of
many industries.
are elected for two year terms serve
er a recognition of the fact that th
The Sherman law provides for for- three
years, and those whose terms
trusts need more restriction, but of an- feiture of
any goods contaminated by would be ordinarily six or eight. years.
other kind. They wish not to Bee them a "contract in restraint
of trade," and
be in office seven and nine years
destroyed, but rather made useful to for a fine and imprisonment, for : a jwill
respectively. The only exception will
the whole people.
,
:t
monopolist."
be the two candidates for Congress
According to Professor James E.
The Canadian act offers a remedy whose term will be only until March
Boyle, of the University of North Da suited to the merits of the case.
4, 1913. and whose successors
will
kota, we need not go far in order to j The Sherman law offers the victim be elected at the
general election in
learn something in the matter of
of oppressive combines a law suit u 1912. This peculiar condition is cov
In' a thoughtful paper in the a Federal
Court, if he have the requi ered by the. following clause in the
Twentieth Century (Boston), he site funds and the
;
simple, childlike state Constitution:
;.
......
writes:
faith to undertake it If he ultimately ; "The term of office of all officers
The Canadian Parliament a year ago wins, "he sha.i recover three-folthe elected at the election aforesaid shall
last May enacted a law for the regula- damages
him sustained, and the commence on the date of their qualiby.
tion of "trusts" which it is wise for cost of the
suit, including a reasonable fication and shall expire at the same
us now to compare with our Sherman attorney's fee."
time as If they had been elected on
law. Our rugged northern neighbors
The Canadian act offers the victim the Tuesday next after the first Mon
are ahead of us in banking and labor a simple, swift and
thorough investi day of November In the year nineteen
legislation, and now, for a third time, gation and a speedy, adequate remedy, hundred and twelve."
we behold them pass us in scientific witnout
expense to himself.
This v. new.- tegtoatton,
The Albuquerque Journal
We shail do well to watch "carefully
grows
known as the Combines Investigation and
sympathetically" the workings of facetious in eloquently arguing for
Act challenges the earnest attention
an
s attempt at
l.
insurgent or progressive Republican party in New Mexico. The New
, of the Industrial world.
The fulljj title of the new act is "An BELKNAP
Mexican
nevertheless insists . that
HAS THE RIGHT- IDEA.
Act to provide for the Investigation of
those who claim to be Republicans and
:
It has remained for Willard neiv. yet cannot resist the temptation to
Combines, .Monopolies,
Trusts, and
Mergers," and its methods of proc- nap, secretary of the board of trade, "insurge," should do their "insurg-ingor iarnungton, San Juan county, N.
within the party ranks. If every
edure are as follow:
Six peltons, British sjibects, may, M., to evolve one of the, best adver- man with a fad were to start a new
"
on applying to any High Court judge, tising schemes that has been tried party, or every disgruntled
were , to be the father of a
secure an Inquiry. The application, thus far in New Mexico. Mr. Belknap
which must be in writing, must be is a live wire. He has had consider- new party movement, the situation
able experience In newsnaner nnri nuh. would be more difficult
politically In
Very specific as to abuses.
If the Judge is satisfied that a prima iiclty work and he knows the value New Mexico than it is. Fortunately,
facto case has been made out, he is re- placed upon the local newspaper by third party and independent party
toward any locality as movements will find little support In
people
quired to order an inquiry b7 a board. a .futurelooking
home.
?. , New Mexico. The levelheaded voter,
"
Oil the receipt of the order from the
The Farmlngton board of trade has and the average voter is
Jodge, the Minister of Labor forth wit j arranged with the newspapers publish- will cist his ballot
for either the Ret proceeds to appoint s board, Impar- ed In Farmlngton to mall these nem.
publican or the Democratic state ticktiality being secured in the manner of papers free of charge - for several et, while
Inselection. Thus, one member is ap- weeks to each person whi makes an surgent any hybrid,
Republican
party will find
on
the
of
recommendation
'board
the
pointed
Inquiry through the
of trade mighty slim pickings on election day.
i

i
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Think About It!
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Capital Stock, v V
$ 1 50,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits,
80,000
Transacts a gYneralTankiog business id aints branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
persona! and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to ail
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent,
per annum, on
six months' or years time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products." the bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment In all respects as is consistent with
safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited. '

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Sash, Doors,

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Window Frames,

Wainscotting,

Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

spSit.ons,Et,

Estimates cheerfully furnished.'

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black
33166.

The Republican party will nominate its state ticket at Las Vegas on
St. Michael's day, September 29. This
is a happy pmen, for the Archangel
St. Michael symbolizes victory; he
it was who slew the dragon and he is
the patron saint of the. victorious

The Palace Hotel

Willing to Tell It.

The check which the comely young
German woman handed in at the window of a Walnut street savings fund
bank the other day was made payable
to Gretchen H. Schmidt, and she bad
indorsed it simply Gretchen Schmidt
hosts.
The man at the. receiving teller's window called her back just, as she was
WESTERN WOOL FREIGHT
turning away to rectify the mistake.
"You don't deposit this quite this
RATES ARE REASONABLE
way,"J he explained.
"See, you have
At Least So Declares Freight Traffic forgotten the H."
.
The young woman looked, at her
Manager of Union Pacific to
check and blushed a rosy red.
C. A. Prouty. "Ach, so I haf," she murmured, and
(By Special leased Wire to ttew Mexican) wrote hurriedly:
Qhicagfr Hi., Sept. 7. Additional
"Age 23."
testimony was heard today by Interstate Commerce Commissioner C. A.
Smoke.
Prouty on complaints that the rates
"I notice that you have given up the
western
wool
on
railroads
charged by
for a cleaner city. You used to
and hides from points west of the Mis- light
De one or the leaders in the
opposisissippi river to eastern markets are tion to the smoke
nuisance."
unreasonable.
"Yes. I've come to the conclusion
John A. Munroe, freight traffic man- that smoke
cannot be abolished. - It's
of
Union
the
Pacific
ager,
railroad, useless to keep
harping on the questhe first witness today, said his com- tion."
pany was not a Vrate cutter" on
"By the way, what business are you
wool. He gave the rates charged on In
now?"
wool from various western points to
"Oh, I've quit working for a salary.
and
the
Chicago
expressed
opinion An uncle of mine left me a valuable
that they were reasonable.
Interest in one of our biggest machine
The same rates he said had been in
shops."
effect for a number of years.
,

William Vaughn, Prop.

J:

La rere Samnla
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

RECENTLY OPENED. IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL' TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

s

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.

ran SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

'it

.

;

Proprietor.

'

Association Makes Com--.
American
plete Surrender of Minor League

i

Short Orders run Day

-

;

(By Special Leased VTm to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Sept. 7. There will be
no war in organized baseball at pres-

i

Furnished rooAs in

O

MAN.

eon-docket- s

RATES
y

;

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Ae tried so hard to stay awall
HIb efforts were In vain;
little nap he still would taks
And soon would doze again.

't

'

,

Night. Regular Meals 25c.

tomailoii.ii.pt

& Cold Baths.

-

. ::

G.

Electric

LITE

Lights

Prop

HERREJtA,

Wells Fargo&Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

i

The New Mexnas mnang
especially .for the use of justices of the peace. They ore especially ruled, with , printed headings, In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers uid canvas sides, ' nail full
index In trcnt uj the
of Justice
ot the peace and constables pi tnifd

&

222 San Francisco Street,

ent and in neither of the American
associations will there be a change.
At a meeting of the minor league
magnates with President Thomas M.
Chivlngton here today, it was decided
to withdraw the petition they presented to the national commission on
August 1, demanding a change in their
rating. The commission having previously refused to grant the demands,
the action today amounted to a com- - "But
why do you want to marry
plete surrender on the part of the' Berj
American Association.
"Because I'm in love with her."
"My dear fellow, that's .an excuse,
aot a reason."
CERRILLOS SCHOOL OPENS
WITH SEVENTY-TWPUPILS
THE LAZY

Before you reach the Limit-,--o- f
physical endurance and while yout
condition is still curable,' take Foley
Kidney Pills. Their quick action and
positive results will delight you. For
backache, nervousness, ' rheumatism,
and all kidney, bladder and urinary
troubles. For sale by all druggists.

s

THOS. DORAN

Coronado Restaurant

NOT A REA80N.

BASEBALL FOR PRESENT.

Special to the New Mexican.
Cerrillos, N. M., Sept. 7.- - -- School
opened here on Monday with an enrollment of 72 pupils. Miss Bessift
Wisaom is principal and Miss Eliza-- 1
beth Wells of Albuquerque
is in
charge of the second grade. Both are!
efficient teachers who have command
of the Spanish as well as the English language and bid fair to give
Cerrillos one of the best schools in
the territory. The rooms used for the
school have been repaired and thoroughly cleaned. New stoves have
been purchased and everything possible done to improve the conditions
of the school.

WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

i
i

NO WAR IN ORGANIZED

the West

in

ROOMS IN SUITK WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

y

,

of the Best Hotel

One

'

All Part of The World
Sflffi IlflflfiV
nivuwJ

,5coornlK y Purchasing Wells
Ferso Domestic Money
Orders, Traveler'
'

Checks and Porelcn Money Orders
U.

;

S., Canada Jlexico

K

REMITTANCES SENT BY TEUSORAPH

n

Hie yawns enormous were to see.
His languor was Intense,
That poor chap lacked the energy
To sit upon a fence.

r;

fv.

BARNES, Agent.

His balance there he could not keep.
Without some effort made.
So stretched him where the
grass was

deep.

i ,

,

And slumbered In the fehade.

"

..DEALER IN..

.

They Dldnt See.
A trio of professional
story tellers
was oft in a corner of the club, spinning yarns. Brown had Just told ;a
most unbelievable story, and the oher
two glanced at each other question'

,

,

'

t

City Property, Farms and Ranch Lands
'

;

The EASLEY REALTY CO., Laughlifl Bid;., Santa
Fe., N. M.

MABEL EASLEY, Business Manager.

Ingly.

Special Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and Rente

"Well, I assure you, gentlemen,"
said Brown, "if I hadn't seen It my-eI shouldn't have believed
"Ha h'm well," said, one of the
two doubtful ones, "you must remember, old man, that we didn't see it"
Uppincott's Magazine.
lf

If

JUST 8UITED HIM.

(e-?- s

In full
are 10

ou the

2m

page.

The page

These books are
marie up iu uivi' and criminal dockets,
separate of i". puges eacii. or with
civil and criminal bound u one
incliu.--.

civil and 320 pagei
book, &0 pa-criminal. Vo introduce them they art
offered at tie following prices
C! 'll or Criminal
S.7
en

Civil and Orlitlt.-- j .. 4.Q4
I'miM.
For 4I cents t4sKna for a alngl
docket, or 55 cent Additional for
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express.' Cash In
full must accomiMtny
oraer. Stau
plainly whether
English or flpanlsi
printed heading ja wanted

STYLES
STXNDABI-niX)tilAL-lDE-

Mrs. Stay holme It you fray out another night until 12 o'clock, I'm going to leave you.
',
; r
Foley Kidney Pills.
Will reach your Individual case if you : Mr. Stayholme I wish you'd put
have any form of
and bladder that on paper.
u

-

kidney
trouble or urinary Irregularities.; Try
them. For sale by au druggists.

a

If yen want

anyta en
wut at

New Mexican

The Lone Fisherman.
R played the Una with batted breath.'
As the ftsh ran from the show;
Try
flsh got- off he seised the Jugw
An wb
baited
Ufisefe.

bh

--

It.'

if

.

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

BANK- -

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

Santa Fe Planing Mill

g

.

:

:

ill

1ST

OF SANTA FE.

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL

1911.

J.aREAD,Caskier.
' F. MdUNE, Assistant Cashier,

A. HUGHES,

TIE

4

trust-contro- l.

,

THUR8DAY,; SEPTEMBER'

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

-

.

If.

: flow Aboiut That Fire Insurance?

1

:

SANTA FE, N.

L

j

t

,

VI HW, President

g

:

MEXICAN--

1

5

AL

Three different and distinct types of filokASraicki EIat-tic- "
Book-Casmad WMU or polish finish qjartered
real
oak or
mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We car-- if
the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
es

"

!

OpK-CASE- S

Mev Mexican Printing Company

soik

acenta, Santa Fe, N. M.

'

T.

pi

r THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,000.00

Lad!'

SUA

Does a General' Banking

W.

man of El
Montezuma.
C. F. Spader, the well known mer
chant of Bernalillo, is at the Montezuma. V
Leon Lujan arrived last
evening
from Las Vegas to enter St Michael's
'
college.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Cunningham of
Bluffton, Ohio, are sightseers registered at the Palace hotel.
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell left Las
Vegas yesterday for Chicacgo on Santa Fe railroad business.

Business

H.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

f.

STEPHENS, Ctahier,

'

Cashier

It.
av

at the

IVg
Hi

Ak

for

a.

FRESH

ylir
l ?i-f.r- '
l''""-HmvtAX
I'llU in ltvl r.J tinU n&llitVVy
Take no other. Hny vi reur v

SOLO BV

NUfcrTS EKSHEK

touring car.

..

,

t

j

iTu

Advance Showing of
Autumn Models

I

-

Where

is absolutely
to'orjaranteed. Nothing
Dili the
ket affords for sale. We

Kansas City

1

to $3.00

P.

BROS

O. Box, 219.
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wKjFish,

a

.

1

i

y

San-hom- a,

1

WM.

D

ARRIGHI

can-teac-

;

Phone 36

,

Let Us
Deliver for

REAL

SuretyBonds
-- LOANS
- - -

1

St-- ,
IN.

8.

KnUHE !l GO.

: s
1911.
599. The San Luis Power and Water Co., Costilla, K. 'M., Aug. 29, 1911.

i

Waters of Costilla river ' in Taos

M.
I

FLOUR
SILVER

MOST BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS.

.......

'

'

Rings, Brooches, Pendants, Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable for. your Eastern friends.

"V

Best of Food.,

s

1

.

.

'

v.

,
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CO.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

are coining on, and you will
much time
This is the time, therefore, to buy Furniture, and a fine assortment of it can
be seen at our store. There is bird's eye maple, which is in
great demand, and other woods that are as beautiful.
We also have KITCHEN CABINETS with celluloid tops to
make the housewife's work a delight.
Also a splendid supply of CHINA DISHES for use on the

THE

WINTER MONTHS

rs.

table.

Call Early While

the Stock

is Plentiful.

TflE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING

COMPANY.
Mtft.

Red.

11.3.

KAUHE

Two Colors, 75c Per Brick,
Enough for 8 People

4

BUTT BROS.

CO.,:

"Always Reliable"

DRUGGISTS
Phene

KI-N-

itbt.

Phone

led

,

t

'

CO.

xxxxxxx

BIU SLAUGHTER!
of Oxford Shoes we

I

Must

,

Every pair
have in the store

GO

AT ANY

PRICE, Cost Not Considered.

Please come in and we will do the rest. Buy now, you
will surely save half the cost of your shoes.

w

Ladies', Men's, Children's ;
ADOLPH

SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS

CO

XXXXXXXXXXXXXK

S

X X

X

X

X

X X

3 Acres of Ground,

Read, then Act!
Carriage & Automobile
PAINTING

SIGN PAINTING
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

part in Alfalfa, exceptionally good

adobe house and other improvements.
Acreage finely located on one of principal streets of Santa Fe.
This is well worth your investigation.

five-roo- m

Phone Black

305 San Francisco

X

58

No. 52

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

Street.

original entries the year be-- .
There were 3,000 final entries
j as
aganist 3,224 the' year before, f 11- ings of all classes last fiscal year cov-lered 1,718,395 acres as 2,329,000 acres
'the year before.
CARPENTERS
I
' s Governor' Abiiual Report
!
Rnwrnn. MIIIb fnil iV hnsail thA mm.
AND CABINET MAKERS.
pilation of bis annual report to the
secretary of the interior, the last report to be made 'Jnder a territorial FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
form of government.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
'
fore.

.

XX XX x

LA

iS 9,7775

1

&

J

XX3SXXXXSSXXXXX

at

i

Vegetables

' Phone, I JO

A BRICK OF OUR
ICE CREAM

i

that

Bifh WadC Colorado Milling
.
.

UAILI KELCiriS Ur

..

108! Palace Avenue

Diy and Nifhi Phone.

Patent

s

RlP
-

and the entries made in the past fiscal year by H. B. Hening, secretary o(
the Bureau of Immigration, shows that
the public domain is dwindling rapidly and that he best lands are being
filed upon so extensively, that in a
there will be but a small
OUR LEADER sure few years
.iw Af'virth 'nrhllA lAnrifl in fllA nnnn.
and why? Because Several years ago, the public domain
-tw covered aiore than 54,000,000 acres.
Flour
Today It istmly 33,73,647 acres, a de-any'crea8e of 2,671,045 from last year.
or made

the reduction will he material. Santa
Fe county still has 354,440 acres of
.We also have " Diamond Flour,'' A public land. Last fiscal year there

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
"Write Pecos
Telerraph Glorleta "
i,

Boss

-

Best of Beds

,

Pure" Spring Water , ,
No Invalids '
$15 a Week
Cold

A

600. May V. Roberts, Pruitland, N.
M., Aug. 31, 1911. Waters of Farmers

bought

Open .May 15tfr for the Fishing Season,

,

coun-'t-

Mutual Canal waste of San Juan river,
San Juan county.
601. F. L. Pearce, Albuquerque, N.
M., Sept 2, 1911- - Waters of TIJeras
canon in Bernalillo county.
602. J. M. Miller, Roswell, X. M.,
Sept 2, 1911. Waters of drainage in
f ?
Chaves county.
New Mexico Public Lands.
A compilation by counties of the
area of public lands in New Mexico

If you want the best that
comes to Santa Fe then
you buy our -

y6nTZ,,"SS::

THE V AUG HAN RANCH

s"

Sunday
Dinner

'

-

FILIGREE

k

W. N. TOWNSEND

.

119 San Francisco

cV.

BIG MILINERY DISPLAY

Your

ESTATE

SANTA FE,

H.

WATCH FOR OUR

i

fttWATSON&CO.

GOLD

OUR SPECIAL, $1.00

ttw

INSURANCE
ur iuuk
BUSINESS

$1.50 and $2.00 Qualities

Aihn,.,.'

y

'f

Ladies' Kazan Gloves

and

'

E

mm

I

(

i

.1' "rtliiy

!l

j

Everybody knows
that these Cele
' brated Corsets are
without a peer: :

f3

1,1

policy first established

1

I

TJU

icfill aHhfrA

R,
QUALITIES

We would appreciate
call to show you what

s

V'.'

jfaction

the mar- -

Warren's RasWoof Corsets

$1.00

Tuesday, Wednesday amd Thursday.

Parlor Market
and Grocery

I

1903.

Incorporated

,

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

1

j

,

FOR THREE DAYS ONLY

Phone, 152 Red.

AMADO

.

GLOVES

AND CAKE

Fine Bread, 25c
Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery.
FreshCreamPuf fs Wednesday & Saturday
Dally.

,

1856.

BREAD
6 Loaves

They will be in the city
over Sunday. Las Vegas Optic.
H. B. Hening, secretary of the New
Mexico Bureau Immigration, arrived
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
this noon from Albuquerque.
.- tit
T.It
J
ir
wr. aim mrs. juuu iv. inarca ivu
last night for their home in Santa Fe,
after attending the wedding of their
cousm, J. Benson Newell, to Miss
i
A. B. Graham,
Campfield.
Albuquerque Journal.
of
the
superintendent
Colorado Telephone Company, with
Judge E. Ar Wright of .Alamogordo
office Jn Albuquerque, Is in. the
city. and Malaqulas Martinez of Taos, memMisses Grace Williamson and Alice bers of the committee appointed to In.
ChesTiiite left. yesterday for an outing vesugaie me wernauuo county itepuo-- 1
rp,HC .
of 'several days on the upper Pecosi lican committee controversy, arrived
SfltlSplflCC
M. A. Stanton and Howell
,ast nieht-Albu- ,uei1
Ervien
have returned in the Stanton auto
mobile from a week's trip to Trinidad,
Among the visiting physicians
Colorado.
arrive in Las Vegas today to attend
Jefferson Raynolds, the well known the convention of medical men was
DCSt
banker of Las Vegas, who was In Dr. James A,
the city yesterday, left for the San of the best known practitioners in
Luis valley, Colorado.
'
New Mexico. Dr. Rolls is well known
TO OUT OIQ
t
H. A. Coomer, general manager of hern having
fnrTrfprlv riHrt
the New Mexico Central, spent yes watrous. Hemaneuhe trip to th
terday in Estancia on railroad busi- Meadow City from Santa Fe in his ,
ness. 'Estancia News.
motor car. He was accompanied by Dy US OI
M. A. Garcia, former treasurer of Mrs. Rolls and theit two children.-Santa Fe county, left yesterday for Las Vegas Optic.
the Duke City, to attend the Demo-General
Mayor Arthur
Seligman,
Corn-Fe- d
Charles F. Easley and other Santa Fe
cratic central committee meeting.
Mrs. W. B. Prince and daughter boosters who attended the meeting of
came to Santa Fe yesterday from the the Democratic central committee at
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Sunshine ranch in the Espanola val- - Albuquerque have given a demonstra
te to, remain in town for the next tion of how Santa Fe can secure a
Veal and Lamb.
six weeks or more.
big convention even under adverse cir-'
Mrs. M. C. Mechem, wife of Judge cumstances in hostile territory. It
M. C. Mechem, is in Albuquerque to-- would have been comparatively much nOtTlfVlirPCCPfl
1
lIMJWU Poultry 1rCPCII
toll
day to meet her relative, Miss Mar. easier to land the Republican conveh-Smith-Arkno
effort
but
Mechem
of
E.
Fort
tion,
garet
Fruits
'' ' the stakes was put forth.' Nor
Vegetables
Albuquerque Herald. ;:
John W. noherts MecuHvfl clerk fn hurt tDe Democrats . any on
the office of Governor Mills at Santa day because they wisely selected the, SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE,
TEAS,
Fe, arrived in .Las Vegas this after- - state caPltal for their first conven-- j
uon- ;'' BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS
i8on, coming over with ihe Mills'
General Charles F. Easley returned
party.-- Laa
Vegas Optic.
.1 tuis
com-noou i rum
Former Governor W. T. Thornton m,itBa mMtIno. wis tueuiuurauv
Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory
went from here yesterday to Albu- to nlmseit because he help.
chuckUng
querque to attend the Democratic con- - ed to nut one ov.
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
Albuaueroue in
vention and worked hard to secure
th nivmitin cto
m.ii.:
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
the convention for Santa Fe.
nn he- Miss Emma Brown of Madison, InO. L. Owen of Clovls, a businessman
diana, who last year taught In a of that city, who helped Santa Fe get
Presbyterian Mission School in Okla-- the Democratic convention, is in
h
has returned to Santa Fe to ta Fe today. He is a Democratic
didate for the state corporation com- in the Mission schools here.
PROPRIETOR.
Julius Staab, a well known young mission.
of
A.
G.
Richardson
Rosweu,
Judge
lawyer t Albuquerque, arrived here
todby and will attend (tonieht the memDer oi me corauiuuunai convenniarriage of Miss Bertha Cohn and tion, is In town today from Albuquer-HarrBowman. Las Vegas Optic.
.,
Miss Mary Gormley, daughter of Mr.' The Eev. Jules Deraches, chaplain
and Mrs. F. F. Gormley, Canon road, of St. Vincent's Sanitarium has gone
Denver on business matters.
will leave Sunday evening for Chica-,t- o
go and Boston to vfsit friends
and
His Grace, the Most Reverend Arch- relatives.
She will later go to Wash- - bishop J. B. Pltaval sails Saturday
j from France for New York, and will
ington, D. C.
Judge N. B. Laughlifi left yesterday probably be in Santa Fe some time
for Albuquerque to attend the conven- - in October. He will likely spend a
tion of the Democratic central commit- - tew weeks In New York, preaching
tee and Is expected bacck today. He In the large churclies there.
wnrlreil hard in flprnra til A lltfltA poll - '
HOMESICK BOY IS
vention for Santa Fei
Brought back.
Mills
Mrs0T J.
accompanied byi
'
her daughter, Miss Madeline Mills,
twnunueo irom pace one.
and her son, Wilson W. MIUs, arrived ;
in Tab Veeasi tndav: makine the trln
Mu,as ar? canons In
and
from the capital overland in their
i Taos county.
6,98.
Davis, Arrington & Crame,
Farmington, N. M., Waters of La Plata
i
river in San Juan county.' Aug. 26,

Your Patronage Solicited
1. B. LAUGHLIN, President

I, Brown, a railroad
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the war provided him with a comforts
able living. God rest his gallant soul,
and may his memory be ever green
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Stops Falling Hair and

Destroys Dandruff
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

Makes the Hair Grow Long, Heavy
and Luxuriant and We Can
Quickly Prove It

If You Wish to Double the Beauty of
Your Hair at Once, Just Get a 25
Cent Bottle and Try This
Surely try a Danderine Hair Cleanse if you wish
to immediately double the beauty of your hair with
little trouble and at a cost not worth mentioning
just moisten a cloth with a little Danderine and
draw it carefully through your hair, taking- one
small strand at a time, this will cleans the hair of
dust, dirt or any excessive oil In a few moments
Your hair will be wavy,
you will be amazed.
and abundant and possess an incomparable
j fluffy
softness, lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and
shimmer of true hair health. .
Besides beautifying the hair, one application of
Danderine dissolves every particle of Dandruff;
cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever
stopping itching and falling hair.
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of
rain and sunshine are to vegetation.
It goes right
to the roots, invigorates and strengthens them. It's
and
exhilarating, stimulating
properties cause the hair to grow abundantly long, strong
and beautiful. It at once imparts a sparkling brilliancy and velvety softness to the hair, and a few
weeks use will cause new hair to sprout all over
the scalp. Use it every day for a short time, after
which two or three times a week will be sufficient
to complete whatever growth you desire.
You can surely have pretty, soft, lustrous hair,
and lots of it, if you will just get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any drug store or toilet
counter and try it as directed.

HJSTr

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.

e

m

THE

BEST

Whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the Enabling
Act and the resolution admitting New Mexico into thw
Sisterhood of States, the Governor of New Mexico has
issued his "proclamation ordering an election to be held '
on Tuesday, November t, 1911, for the purpose of electing
the various congressional, state, legislative, judicial and
county officers authorized by the constitution heretofore
adopted by the people of New Mexico;

.......

ipffpjtpinll

highly-polishe-

d

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to and in accordance
with resolutions adopted by the Republican Central Committee of New Mexico in convention assembled at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a Call
is hereby issued for the holding of the first Republican
State Convention in the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day
September, A. D. 1911, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for the various congressional and state offices
created and authorized by law; and the Republican Central Committees of the various counties of the new State,
except as otherwise by this committee ordered, are requested to issue Call for the holding, upon such, notice
and date as they may deem expedient, county conventions
for the purpose of electing delegates to said State Convention, at which the basis of representation shall be
1 delegate for each 100, or fraction thereof of 50 or more,
of the votes cast for the Republican Candidate for delegate
to Congress at the election of 1908, and 1 delegate at large
from each county now in existence; upon which basis
the representation at said State Convention from the
several counties of New Mexico shall be as follows:
Bernalillo
25
.'
Chaves
10
Colfax
17
5
Curry
Dona Ana
13
4
Eddy
Grant
10
11
Guadalupe
'
Lincoln
9
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F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,
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W. D. SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe t
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By Lydia

E Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound

The Change of Life is the most critical period of a
woman's existence, and neglect of health at this time
'
invites disease.
v :
Women everywhere should remember that there is no
other remedy known to medicine that will so successfully
carry women through this trying period as Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots
r
and herbs. Here is proof:
Natick. Mass. "I cannot express wnas x
went through during the Change of Life before
I tried Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I was in such a nervous condition I
could not keep still. My limbs were cold. I
had creepy sensations and could not sleep
nights. I was finally told by two physicians
that I had a tumor.
" I read one day of the wonderful cures made
jjby Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and decided to try it, and it has made me a well
1 woman.
My neighbors and friends declare It
has worked a miracle for me. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is worth Its weight In gold for women during this
period of life. If It will help others you may publish this
letter." Mrs. Nathan B. Greaton, 51 No. Main St., Natick.Mass.

HOLIDAY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

-

Albuquerque, Oct.

CURTIS

9 14, 1911

AVIATION

MEET

" Birdmen "

of International Repute will thrill the crowd
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13
BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday, Oct
13. This stake was
given by the

$1,000

BLACK-WELL-

'S

DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

BASEBALL

EVERY DAY

-

EXCITING

HORSE RACES

ITS
" r

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,

Secretary-Manage-

Carrying the TJ. 8. mall and
between Vaughn, N. M., and
Koflwell, N. M connecting with tac
fel Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Isa
land RaUroadi and the Atchison,
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:15 a. m., arrive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:80 a. m, ar,
rive In Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
pat-eng-

To-pek-

ANOTHER SIMILAR CASE.
Cornwall ville, N. Y. "I have been taklngli
1
Lvdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound fort
some time for Change of Life, nervousness, andjiv
a fibroid growtn.
" Two doctors advised me to go to the
hospital, bat one day while I was away visiting,
E.
I met a woman who told me to take Lydia
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I did so and I
know it helped me wonderfully. I am very!
thankful that I was told to try Lydia E.l
Mrs. Wnt. Boughton,
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Cornwallville, N. Y, Greene Co.

r

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL;
r

4

.............

N. M

allowance 100 Ibi. u
each regular ticket, excess baggagt
at the rate ot $6.00 per hundred lba
; We are
equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,600 lbs
Special rates are given for excur
aions, for eight or more passengers.
For further Information, write the
Baggage

.

Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
.

J W. STOCKARD, mawaoep

The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound have thousands of such letters as those above
they tell the truth, else they could not have been obtained
it has
for love or money This medicine is no stranger
stood the test for years.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable'
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female Ills. No sick woman does Justice tov
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and barbs, and
has thousands of cures to Its credit.
fLr--- "' Mrs. Pinkham invites all alek womem
to write her for advice. She baa
raided thousands to health free of charge
, Address Mrs Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.
1
V

--

,

f

G. Schumann-A. Massie

.

.....

.....

............

La Salle Restaurant
A. B. Rehehan
D. Sena

J.

.

inn
1.00
1.00
1.00

Palace.
H. S. Lutz, City.
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.

TO EXTEND ST.
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ft
R. M. TO TAOS?
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Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

10
6

30
17
5

:
. .

.

:

17
13
8

. . . ;

14
15

It

Woman's

Ills

Many women suffer needlessly from slrlhood to woman
hood and from motherhood to old age with baokaehe,
dizziness or headache. She becomes broken-dowsleep
less, nervous, irritable and ieels tired from morning to
fright. When pains and aches' rack the womanly system at
frequent intervals, oii your uiigUor about
n,

Project.

Trinidad, Colo., Sept 7. To pre
pare a final report on the plans to ex
tend the line of the St Louis, Rocky
Mountain and Pacific railroad from
Cimarron, N. M., Into the Taos coun
try. F. C. Fox. general manager of
the western division of the Santa Fe
is making an investigation, Ostensibly
Fox is on a vacation trip, but' in rail

Dr.

Pi-

-

Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Pfuerlptlon hm; tormrwrVO farm, buem :
arte efeieare, went, pmla'wraeked
veawa,
jr tte mumdfdt of tMoaammda mad thin too In
tko prtwaer of thaip Momaa without their hmw
to aubmtt to ladelleata quiatloalnga aad
lai
mttommlwotr ropuinaat axamlmattoaa.
t
TAfa

.

"

the

t

16
7

1

General Manager of Santa Fe on Vac
tion Making Investigation of

road circles here it is believed that
Santa Fe has practically decided
to make the extension. The St L., R.
M. and p. runs from Des Moines, N.
M., to Raton, and from there to a num
ber of coal camps. It ia believed the
Santa Fe intends to take over this
f '
,
road.; I

......................

.

Total
303
is recommended that in event the same delegates are
not elected delegates to the judicial and legislative district conventions that the same basis be used in the election
of such district delegates and that such conventions shall
be called and held, after the State Convention, at such
time and place as may be agreed upon by the Chairmen
of the Central Committees of the several counties composing the respective districts mentioned, or in default
of agreement by said Chairmen, by a majority of the
' ,
delegates elect to such district convention.
It is further recommended that the Republican. County
Conventions in and for the several counties, for the
'nomination of county officers, be held after the State
,
Convention.
H. O. BURSTJM, .
;
'
.
.,
JOSE D. SENA,
Chairman.
Secretary.
(

Montezuma.-Georg-

11

....................
..........................

-

W. Armijo, City.
F. A, Bridge, City.
Ii. H. Vallney, Denver.
,
A. B, Graham, Albuquerque.
C. F.. Spader, Bernalillo.
W. L. Brown, El Paso.
' George A. Bridge, Bisbee, Arizona.
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very long.
For hours Janet sat disconsolately
alone. Her prettiest gown was ruined,
she was sure, without even having
been admired. She was tired and
crest-falleAt length Bhe buried her
head in her hands and began to cry.
There was a morbid sort of comfort

JANET'S
SURRENDER

GIANT PITCHER

"Take me to the Pratt's, please,"
Janet told the driver that
evening as she stepped into
a cab at the Beach Harbor station.
'The old house on the bluff," she added by way of explanation.
"The old house, miss?" he inquired
In

surprise.
"Yes," Janet assured him and then
sank back Into her seat with a feeling of resignation. The last lap of
her Journey was In progress.
She
had come and it was too late to go
back. After having emphatically refused to join the Pratt house-partshe
had Impulsively changed her mind and
had come by herself to Beach Harbor.
"It's all over, now," she thought
"I know hell propose and of course
I'll have to accept I can't hold him
off any longer!
She was picturing
to herself the certain joy her arrival
would bring to George Pratt and his
complete surprise after her abrupt rey

fusal.

V
"Oh!" she said in slow surprise as
Janet asked whether any member of
the Pratt family was at home. The
luggage which the driver had left beside Janet seemed to afford her some
enlightment and seizing the bags In
her strong hands she led the way upity...

stairs.
"But I want to see Miss Pratt or
Mrs. Pratt," said Janet Impatiently.
"Oh, yes," said the servant with
difficulty.
"Oh, yes!"
Apparently
these words were the extent of her
English vocabulary and Janet followed
whither she was led.
d
bedOnce left In the
room Janet stood surprised and disappointed with a feeling that somehow it was all George's fault Suddenly her eyes caught sight of a probable clue to her difficulties in the mirror over the dressing table.
"Notice!" was printed in large
masculine letters on the back of a
folded sheet of paper. Janet seized
It and felt a telling tale blush as she
dimly-lighte-

recognized George's writing.
"Of course the cook can't explain,"
It began abruptly.
"She's a duffer.
Glad you came even for the finish.
We've gone over to the other house
for a dance. If you aren't too done
up to dress now join us over there.
It's through the woods to the right
and along the beach to the first
house. There wasn't room for us all
over here so we rented , another cottage."
Surely the message was from
George, but how unlike the George
that Janet knew. How had he found
out that she had decided to come? If
he did know how unlike him not to
,

wait for her!
With the color rising in her cheeks
Janet d
the brief note.
"If I want to come!" she said to
herself. "Whatever else can I do.
I can't spend the evening in this deserted house. It's an outrage and I
wish I had never decided to come."
Janet was fumbling nervously
through her wardrobe which she had
hurriedly packed that morning with
special reference to Georgo Pratt's
taste. She pulled out a confusion of
ribbons, silks and laces and as she
hurried dressed she was laying deep
plans. It was clear to her now that
George had written that curt note
with a purpose.- He was no doubt trying to humiliate her by a pretense at
Indifference, hoping In that way to
make some impression on her stubborn affections. But Janet had decided never to relent under this treatment, in fact she' was convinced now
that she would never relent ' She
would have a good time, too, she
promised herself and just show George
how little she cared for him.
A. quarter of an hour later Janet
was ready, and throwing a light evening-wrap
over ' her shoulders she
started down the starlit beach towards
the woods as George had described.
Her imagination was working overtime as she pictured to herself the utter Indifference she would show George
upon her arrival at the other house.
Her Indignation made her forget her
until she reached the
loneliness
grove with its heavy growth of trees
.
and underbrush.
A far-of-f
cry of an owl recalled her
to the discomfort of her task.. It occurred to her that the hour was late
for a solitary stroll through the woods,
that her little slippers were already
half full of sand and that she was
But it was
really decidedly timid.
part of her plan to reach the dance,
and she plodded on. , She tripped
against an unexpected root In the
path, and put her hand out for the
Inhospitable aid of a tree trunk.
Then a ruffle of her own gown
caught on a twig in the path and the
owl Increased her discomfort by another wierd cry- - Still Janet plodded
on until she was again caught by a
branch that had fallen In the way.
"I'm Just not going another step,"
she suddenly told herself, 'It would
Just serve them right If something
dreadful happened to me and it was
all their fault!"
A tear of self-pit-y
dimmed her eyes
turned about and mad her
way back to the open beach. Then
with increasing fear of the darkness
sad a hundred imagined dangers she
hurried back to the only available protectionthe deserted Pratt veranda.
-

.
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was quite obvious
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Regular communication first Monday
of each month at

.
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Moroccan Terms.
Since Morocco is the order of the
day we come across words unfamiliar
to English ears and eyes.
For instance, "mahalla" signifies an army
of regulars. The "harka," on the other hand, Is a body of Irregulars. The
"Cald" is a military chief. "Magbzen"
Indicates the Moroccan " government
"Djemaa" Is a reunion, an assembly.
"Razzia" and "pillage" have the same
signification. 'The "smala" Is a camp;
the "gulch" a contingent of cavalrymen furnished by the principal fighting tribes. "Oued" Is a river, "nahr"
a watercourse, "fedj" a defile, "chaba"
a ravine, "tell" a hill, "tassill" a
plateau, "chotl" the shore, and, by extension, a salt lake, dry in summer.
"Anl" Is a source, "bor" a trench,
"remel" sand, "areg" dunes, "dar" a
palace, "bab" a gate, "bon" a father,
"bent" a son, "kasbah" a fort or citadel, "adrar" a chain of mountains,
"djebel" a mountain or hill. The last
word must not be confused with
"djoull," which simply means a camel
.
Good Advice,
say you are engaged to a poor
young man and will have to do your
own housework. Why don't you leant
to cook?"
"Oh, I can lean after we are married."
"But hadn't you natter iearn while
papa la supplying the raw material?"
NO ODDS.
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knocker, but she could
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H. L. ORTIZ,

Da. C. M. RILEY,

Veterinary Physician and 8urgeon.
Santa Fe Chapter No Graduate of McKlllep's Veterinary
1, R. A. M.
Regular College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
convocation second
Dentistry a Specialty
month
Monday of eacb
Office: East side of plaza, corner
at Masonic Hall a'
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
7:30 p. m.
Phone

JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAK, Secretary.

Utriiv.AN?S BIT

OF STRATEGY

Santa Fe

Comn-ande- n

No. 1. C T.
Unknown Gentleman Puts One Over
on Livery Stable Owner Who Was
Inclined to Be Suspicious.

Louis Drucke,
One of the pitchers whom Manager
McGraw of the Giants banked on
heavily for this season was Louis
Drucke, the young recruit from Texas.
Drucke did some good work In the
twirling line last year and It was expected that he would round to in fine
shape and be a tower of strength to
the Giants this season. But up to date
Drucke's showing has been of a mediocre order. He has been hit freely by
opposing batsmen and does not appear
to have the cunning In his pitching
arm that he had last year. It may be
that the young Giant will display better form as the season advances and
the pitchers can succeed in checking

A German gentleman wanted
to
take a day's drive through the country. He applied to a stable for the
horse and carriage.
The owner, not
knowing the German, was slow to
give him the team. Finally the German pulled out a roll of banknotes
and said:
"I will buy your horse
and rig, provided you will buy them
back at the same price when I return this evening." The dealer, not
wishing to offend a probable future
customer, consented. When In the
evening the German presented himself and expressed his pleasure at
the ride, the dealer,
according to
agreement, paid him back his money,
and the customer started to take his
leave.
"I beg your pardon, sir!" exclaimed
the dealer; "but you have forgotten to
pay for the hire, you know."
"Pay for the hire? Why, my dear
sir," coolly replied the German, "I
fail to see that If you will exercise
your memory a trifle you will agree
that I have been driving my own
Texas Recruit
horse and carriage all day, and now
the awful batting that is being done In you have bought them back, they are
the major leagues.
sir!"
yours. Good-day- ,
Drucke was looked upon as a second
And he left the astonished dealer
Mathewson, possessing many of the to reflect.

Some Baseball Men Think That Twirl-er- a
Have It Altogether Too Easy.
8hlffed Quickly If Hit
Now and then a little curiosity Is expressed as to whether the modern
pitchers obtain work enough to keep
them in good condition. This doesn't
refer to their physical condition, but
to their pitching condition.
The custom has grown upon managers to shift pitchers In a hurry If
they happen to be 'batted hard when
the game Is close.. For that reason
almost all ball teams are carrying
more pitchers In comparison with the
actual work that they do on a ball
field then they ever did.
If occasionally one of the pitchers
who happens to be hit hard were to
be kept in the game Instead of being
sent to the bench it might be that
the team would rally as quickly behind him as It would behind a fresh
pitcher, and It frequently has been
demonstrated In baseball that a pitcher may be hit hard in one Inning and
after that hold a team to almost nothing,,'
"

CALLAHAN

IS STILL SPEEDY

Former Chicago Outfielder, Is Not Surprised by "Come
Back" of Old Teammate. V

Bill Lange,

Bill Lange of San Francisco, the
former Chicago outfielder, says that
Jimmy Callahan was so fast la his
palmy days that it Is no wonder that
be is able to con
back. While he

Regular

conclave fourth Mon
day in each month at
Masonic

at

Hall

7:30

p. m.

CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN. Kecorder.

Santa Fe i)dge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cordially Invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

Secretary.

Phillies Get Pitcher Carter.
Catcher Carter of the York
club has been sold to the Philadelphia Nationals.
Trl-Sta-

STORIE

& P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No
460, B. P. O. E. holds

its regular session oc
the second and fourth

J. D. SENA,
Secretary.

his life.

game of

Independent Order ef Beavers.
"So? And how about you?"
Santa Fe Dam No. SO, L O. B. hold.
"Well, I don't know yet," sighed
Hawkins. "I haven't decided whether Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
to stay in town or go Into bank- first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
ruptcy." Harper's Weekly.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
A Gracious Concession.
President
An old gentleman, evidently a stran- C. J. NETS,
ger to London, stopped a youth hurSecretary.
rying along Piccadilly. "Young man,"
he cald abruptly, "I want to go to
F. W. FARMER
Hydo park."
Homestead No.
Tho youth seemed lost In thought
2879.
for a moment. "Well," he said at
Brotherhood
of
length, "you may go just this once.
American Yeomen
But you must never ask me again!"
Meets
Secon'
Modern Society.

rarmcr.

Santa Fe Camp
13514,

d.

Mike Donlin Is satisfied with being
sent to Boston. It does not make any
difference to him and his salary goes
'
on just the same.
i;
Joe Cantlllon and his Millers are
heading for the pennant at a pretty
steady gait In the American association race. Joe was unable to hold his
men back any longer.
Pete Compton, a Battle Creek outfielder, has been signed by the St
Louis Browns. Pete Browning was a
famous hitter. There may be many
a hit In the name Pete.
No "no hit no run" games have
been scored this season in the National league. There has been one In the
American league. Joe Wood of Boston is credited with that against St
W;'..;:.-;Louis.
It means the same thing to the
Phillies to have Dooin, Magee and Titus out of the game as It would mean
to the Cubs If Sheckard, Scbulte and
Archer would be taken out of the
game.
'M':N'
Catcher Spencer who was secured
from the St Paul team by the Phillies
Is somewhat disappointed that he is
not to be given the regular Job of
catching Instead of letting Pat Moran
.

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black

M.

W. A.

bors welcome.
L. G. WHITTTER. ConauL
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.
Genito urinary Diseases.

ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given op
application.

1
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RENT

House.

people

WANTED A Good cook for a small
household.
Address New Mexican.
FOR

SALE

tr

Hie Appreciation. '
Jt
work bom 'woo Mo ribbon got
HaMt tbrrot hie dtanwi

'

Modern

a

elght-roome-

Inquire P.

house on Read Avenue.
Hesch.

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
tage. Bath, ranere, light O. C. Wat.

Five-rooand bath,
, FOR RENT
modern cottage; fine location; large

yard.

Apply Mrs. Dudrow, 23S Agu

WANTED to rent, by small family,
up to October
Santa Fe Camp No. first, a modern five or
6673, R. N. A. meets house with improvements.
Address
fourth Tuesday of S M. C, in care of New Mexican ofeach month; so- fice.

cial meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'

OPPORTUNITY is slmonr the an-plication of energy to every day conneighbors
ditions as they arise. We .pay blp
NETTIE VICKROY,
advance cash,
commissions,
teach
Oracle.
salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
FLORENCE RISING,
conditions are favorable. Write tor
Recorder.
terms. Salem Nursery
Company,
Salem, Oregon.
PROFESSIONAL
QUIDS
Mrs. Krusty Woman's work Is
TYPEWRITERS.
never done.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Mr. Krusty If you refer to the
platens furnished. Ribbons and supATTORNEYS AT LAW
bread you usually turn out, then that
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
statement is true.
and rented. Standard makes handled.
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
All repair work and typewrite0 guarVery 8ympathetle.
Attorneys-at-Laanteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExWidow My husband, who so often
i
Practice in tie Distrl t Court as change. Phone 231.
died
a
few
months
helped you before,
well as before the Supreme Court oi
ago.
Herewith are some bargains offered
the territory.
Beggar I sympathize with you very Las Cruces.
Mew Mexico. bv the New Mexican Pristine
You haven't got a
much, ma'am.
Cede of Civil Procedure of the
colored dress you could give me, I
C. W. G. WARD
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
suppose. Fliegende Blaetter.
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties Pleading forms, S5t Missouri Code
A Crying Educational Need.
New Mexico. Pleadiags. $6; the two (or $10.
"Did you see where some professor Las Vegas,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
lays that children ought not to learn
ef New Mexico. i8S9, 1JJ1 and 1103,
E. C. ABBOTT
anything about fairy stories?"
How would they know
"Nonsense!
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.26;
, Attorney-at-Lahow to reel 'em off all right when
Sheriffs Flexlbk
Practice In the District and Su full leather $3.
they needed to tell them later on In preme Courts.
Prompt and careful Cover rock t Dockets, single, $1.26;
life?"'
two or more books, $1 each.
New
attention given to all business.
Banta Fe,
New Mexico M'xlce Supreme Court Reports, Nea
The Refinement of Cruelty.
3 sad 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Oesi .
"I hear that poor dear Helen sued
i O. W. PRICHARD
pllatlea Corporation La rs, n 0. Cos-- ,
for divorce on the ground of cruel
silstie Mining Laws, 0 e Moneys
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
and unusual treatment."
Practice in all the District Court" Jigeet ef New Mexico Reports. fatf ;
"What was the cruelty?"
tall list school bianka.
"Her brute of a husband never gave and gives special fcttfitn to cases aheea.
her a chance to And fault with him." before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlla Blk, Santa Fe. N. M LET THE WANT
HalL
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John Pflueger, the shoe man.

at once or any time
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ticket
Box 43.

FOR
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ri,
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Furnished rooms,

FOR SALE
to Pueblo or La Junta.
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COLUMN DO IT.

h

v
How's thatr
figure that I owe
I donl owe.", ,

M

N

,

first-sacke-

'

D.

New Mexico.

handle it
Umpire Brennan of the National
league has blossomed out as a writer.
He has written an article, in which he
says umpires do not mind being called
robbers and thieves and a few other
pet names.'
Brockton and South Framlngbam.
the two Massachusetts towns which
claim the honor of bringing up Martin
O'Tpole, may join In a celebration for
the sensational pitcher when he returns home this fall.
Every time Frank Chance watches
r
Jake Daubert, star
of the
Lange and Callahan.
work be thlnki
klird
8lender.
Superbas,
has lost some of his speed, he is still thoughts of the time not far back
"Is she slender?"
HARRY D. MOULTON
as fast as many of the players in the when he had a chance to get him be"Slender?
She can ' bathe la s
game now.
fore he became a star.
fountain pen." Sphinx.
Attorney-atHLa8lmllar.
Strsnge.
'
Get Away.
Cant
"1 find that I never save money
The world Is wide,
are
When
hot
days
unless I'm in debt"
But what of that? ' - v
And nights are, too.
The same thing's true
"Tou must be saving a good deal"
The poor man's let
Of Mabel's hat
Santa Ke, N. If.
"Not very much."
Is one of rue.'
"That's strange. I've heard a num
Formerly Speolal Agent O. L. O.
Danger.
ber of people say you were head over
A Student of Nature.
Land Claims and ContestM Special
Don't you think there Is danger is
The teacher bad been reading to heels in debt"
allowing automobiles to be. run by the class about the great forests of
Chas. R. Eaaley
womenf
Chae F. laetey.- '
't
America,
Following It Up. .
welL? replied the man ' who is "And
EA8LEY A EASLEY.
"Confound it, Jones, I wish you were
boys," aba announced,
'
now,
careful about expressing an entnlon, "which one of you caa, tell me the not so liberal to
Atterneye at Law.
your wife."
TheTro all right In Cities where they Pine (hat has the
Practice In the courts and before
do
sharp-es- t
and
yon
"what
mean,
sir?",
lonat
meet only Dorses - aaa street ears,
- '
Land Department
needles
"Only this:, ay wife holds yon
but oa a country road 1 should thlak
Land Bnwta and tlBee examined.
In
band
went
the front row.
a
tor aa example"
tip
'
woald be great
ri of their ' "wea, Toauayr '.V
X. K snMk Ofioe
,
"Wear
"Tbes, she hoUs me us. too."

v

are you?" '
"Oh, I'm about even with the world."
--

lto 3 P.M.

OFFICE HOURS,

meets second Tues Fria Street.
day each month, so
EASTERN GENTLEMAN of refinecial meeting tUrd
Tuesday at Elks ment and good character, would like
Hall. Viating neigh to correspond with young lady ot
Spanish descent. R. Hamilton,

TASTED IT.

Herman Schaefer denies he perpetrated that parrot story on Ping Bodie,
but all the circumstantial evidence is
against him.

J. M. DIAZ,

son & Co.
Delgado's
days,
FOR RENT One front room furHall. H. Foreman,
C. Q. Richie, Cor. nished with bath, close to Plaza. ApSec. Mrs. Dais? ply 204 Johnson street

Advertising the
"There," said Miss Smellman, who
was showing her guest around Newport, "Is the old mill about which

HAD

DR.

FOR RENT
Chapelle.

"Pete" Compton, outfielder of the
wrote his poem?"
Battle Creek team, was sold to the St. Longfellow
"The idea!" exclaimed Miss Pork-haLouis Americans.
of Chicago. "I didn't know he
Capt Lord was fined $50 for push- wrote advertising poetry at all."
ing an umpire. It's all right if one Catholic Standard and Times.
doesn't push too far.
i
Gene
Demontrevllle V. is
being
boomed for manager of the Memphis
team next year to succeed Bill Bern-har-

Investments
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocka.
Money Loaned fo Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business
Opportunities
throughout Taoi county.
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.
Taos,

WANTS

and Fourth Thurs

Is playing the

PROBEKT & COVPANY

of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting broth
ere are inviteo and
State Nat. Bank Bldf, Albuquerque
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Mill.

Otto Knabe

Red 138.

THE WASSERMAN & NOGUCH'
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"

pitching characteristics of the great
Christy. Perhaps the fact that he inThe Annual Question.
jured his arm in a subway rush In
"Well, Hawkins, old man," said
New Tork has something to do with Wltherbee, "has your wife decided
his poor box work this season. Drucke where she will spend the summer?"
struck his arm against a pillar and is
"Yep," said Hawkins. "She's going
suing the Interboro Company for dam- - abroad."

PITCHERS WORK ENOUGH?

DO

J

' "How

Law.
New Mexico.

I

CHAS. E. LIXNEY. Secretary.

Tou

only the

to unltghted house. Now the "dar
ness of the house seemed even Bote
terrifying aa the darkness of. 4
''.'woods art the only thing to do Wei
' t avoid Char 4cl by sitting ctCa
.
V ai "...
.Mak:

Mining and Land

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts us
at the Territory.
Masonic - Hall
7.30.
- New Mexico
Santa Fe
H. H. DORMAN,

she had

"George!"
"Who's there?" came George's Investigating voice.
she tried again to make
sure.
In a second the alarmed young man
had thrown aside the chair and was
crouching beside her in the darkness.
"Janet!" he exclaimed. "Where in
the world did you come from?"
and
"Oh, I've been so lonesome
frightened, and miserable. And you
were so disagreeable and thoughtless
to leave me all alone!"
"But, Janet, dear," said George tenderly, as he wrapped her cloak about
her shoulders.
"I didn't know you
were coming; you know you wrote
us you couldn't"
N
"But that horrid, stiff old note you
left for me," said Janet
"That wasn't for you; It was for Bob
Winters, who said he might come
down at the last minute. Come, dear;
there wasn't room here so the girls
are at the other house. I'll take you
to them through the woods."
"I won't go unless you promise to
explain everything," said Janet, still
unreasonable.
'1 won't take you a step unless you
promise to listen not just to that,
Janet but to something else I've
wanted to tell you for a long time.
Tou know, Janet."
For a minute George waited. Then
he felt Janet's hand reaching for his,
and heard her laugh.
"I'm afraid of the woods, aloce,
George. So I suppose I'll have to
promise."

Attorney-at-La-

MASONIC.
Taos,
Lodee
Montezuma
No. 1. A. F. & A. M

bandits or pirates after a day's
There were a dozen of
plunder.
them she could see and not one girl.
She could see them distinctly now
and In a second more they would be
upon her, and would see her tearful
Quickly she
eyes and torn gown.
jumped and ran to the end of the
veranda.
"Hello there!" sounded a voice that
seemed brutal. "Who saw a ghost?"
been seen in her flight and as the
young men gathered on the veranda
she knew that a search was in progress. Breathless she slipped behind a
chair at the far end of the porch.
Here she crouched. In a few minutes
more the- voices had passed into the
house. Apparently the ghost had not
been worth pursuing.
It came upon Janet in a flash and
in part it explained the difficulty.
Obviously, only the men of the party
were being housed here, and the girls
quite likely were safe and serene in
the new house through the woods.
The idea of again attempting the
woodland path to reach them was
Impossible and the thought of being
discovered here was quite as revolting. Perhaps the note in the room
which she had reaa wasn't written
for her after all, and that would explain. A sob came into her throat
and she stopped.
"Oh, I don't want to explain it to
myself, she said half aloud. "I want
to have some one help me."
Then she heard subdued footsteps
on the veranda. Perhaps it was the
cook and perhaps it was
"George!" she whispered cautiously.

WILLIAM WIcKEAN

Fraternal Societies

In this.
Suddenly through the trees she
heard sounds of voices. At first there
was comfort In any sort of change,
but as the voices came towards her
she was filled with terror. The party
turned in at the driveway and as she
watched them swinging up toward her
she fancied the return of a band of

and-Jan-

aha.

PAGE SEVEN

EXPECTED TO MAKE GOOD

-

Janet peered anxiously through the
trees as they approached the house,
but there wasn't even a light to
cheer her: She hurried from the carriage to the deserted veranda, and
pulled the door knocker impatiently.
She was not expected, to be sure, but
someone should be at home.
Slowly through the darkness within
she heard footsteps. A servant, the
cook obviously, opened the door narrowly and regarded her with curios-
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A good live advertisement In the
Want column of the New Mexican will .
rent any property that Is rentable.
There is always some one that wants
what you have got, but you must let
.
them know it
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound :a "k
Still retains its high place as the best
household remedy for all coughs and
colds, either for children or grown persons. Prevents serious results from a
cold. Take enly the genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound, and refuse w
substitutes. For sale by ail djragglsta.
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GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

Wakham Watches
good

"It's

Time You Owned a Woltkam."
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Fruit Jars, Porcelain Lined Caps.
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SWEET PEAS

up-to-d- ate

ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
'
'
season. 20 cents each ; $ 1.50 per dozen.
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